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SOME CONTRIBUTIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY TO
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
INTRODUCTION
I. THE CONTRIBUTION OF PSYCHOLOGY TO RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
A. Eethod in Religious Education.
The question of the contribution of educational psychology
to the field of religious education is one which warrants a vast
amount of research. This work is as yet only in its initial
stages. Such progress as has been made iA this study seems to
warrant the inference that the chief contribution of psychology
to religious education lies in its influence upon method in religious
pedagogy rather than upon the subject matter of religious teaching.
As Dr. Athearn says, "Religious education has a technique peculiar
to the nature and ends of religious experience. Religious education
has, alsc, a content as well as a technique." It is our purpose
here to deal with technique or method in religious education. We
shall refer to the content or the subject matter of religious teaching
only in its relationship to method.
B. A Workable Interpretation of I!odern Psychology.
A consideration of method in religious education requires an
interpretation of modern psychology tbat is workable in the field
of religion* We cannot accept a purely biological explanation of
1. Bcntley, The Techani st ic and Personal! st ic Contributions to the
Field of Religious Education, p. 9
.
2. Athearn, The Outlook for Religious Education, p. 10.
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behavior, with its emphasis upon consciousness as physiological
action and upon conduct as pure reaction to environmental stimuli.
So materialistic a conception of human behavior rules out those
higher attributes of human experience that find expression in
attitudes, values, appreciations, motives and the pull and drive
of great ideals. These are the factors of experience with which
religion chiefly deals.
In religious education a psychology of the Self which
accepts consciousness as creative, self-directive and purposive is
absolutely essential. Personali st ic or Self -psychology representing
the individual as a person with power to control his conduct and
with a capacity for personal spiritual relationship with God should
be the phase of psychology underlying a study of method in religious
education
.
II. THE MODIFICATION OF NATIVE TENDENCIES THROUGH RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
A. The Educability of the Instincts and Emotions.
The religious nurture of the child begins with the modif-
ication of his native equipment. In the physical organization of
the nervous system the stimulus-response unit is basic. Instinctive
or unlearned reaction-patterns are present in the nervous system
at birth. It is with the right developing of these native associations
that both secular and religious education are concerned. Som e of
these instincts are social in their bearings. Through t^e^r proper
cultivation the child is given a sense of his moral and social
responsibility to others. The emotional nature of the child is also
-a-
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inherent. The emotional life is educable. Emotions form
the basis of sentiments, attitudes, ideals and appreciations.
j»ll of these are important phases of character and personality.
B. The Development of the Religious Consciousness.
One of the most important capacities of the individual
is his moral capacity, '.'an has a religious consciousness. It is
the nurture of this God-consciousness in the child that gives
him a sense of outer help and inner strength. Ideally, when
the individual comes into the actual experience of personal
relationship with Jesus Christ, his religious consciousness
assumes the position of the central control of Ms life.
III. THE INTRODUCTION OF CONTROL INTO iXFK&i'gK&R TflHOCGfl RgLTGIOnS
EDUCATION.
"Religious education is the introduction of control into
experience in terms of a great religious ideal." Religious educa-
tion introduces control into conduct by touching the various
experiences of the child and making them nean|r.gful to him. Then
he learns to control his own actions in the light of religious
teachings. When the great religious ideal is in terms of
Jesus Christ the child begins to develop responsibility for his
own growth in Christian character.
IV. TFE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING APPLIED TO RELIGIOUS "THJCATIO!?.
A. The Laws of Learning Applied to t^e Religious Development
of the Tniiv!dual.
Since psychology can make a contribution to the field
1. Athearn: Ibid, p. 7.
1
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cf religious education, the stuch r of educational psychology
is of importance to religious leaders. The methods to he employed
in the teaching of religion are founded upon the Laws of Learning.
These laws apply to the acquisition of religious knowledge. They
apply also to the concomitants of learning - thos^ attitudes and
ideals with which the religious life is so intimately hound up,
B . The Psychology of Learning Applied to the Technique of
Religious Education.
The problem of the pedagogy of religious education
is the problem of finding the practical application of the Laws
of Learning to the technique of religious instruction. The
solution of this problem will require the earnest efforts of
trained Christian teachers who are activated by strong religious
ideals. For the development of Christian character depends
upon the growth of the individual child in Christian experience.
•
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PART I.
huLIGIOUS sDUCaTION: OBJECTIVES AFT) FEANS
I. EDUCATIONAL AIMS
A. ^ucation as the Introduction of Control into Experience.
"Education is life" John Dewey has said.
Dewey believes that society is responsible for the educa-
tion of the individual child, providing for his participation
in social situations and interpreting his capacities, inter-
ests and habits in terms of social service. Dewey believes
that, "education is a process of living and not a preparation
for living".
From the social standpoint, Dr. George Albert Coe,
an eminent authority in tbe field of religious education,
defines education as "the contribution made by society to the
set of a mind". Society controls environmental situations
for the purpose of transmitting to young minds their rightful
social inheritance.
There is no real conflict between these two view-
points, because the individual is being educated by society
i,
whenever his mind "acquires a set of any kind", whether in
a school situation or a home or a church or any other situ-
\ ation which enters into "the process of living"'.' furthermore,
3
"education is the introduction of control into expedience" as
Dr. At h earn points out. Thus, education is society's method
1. Dewey: "Fy Pedagogic Creed", p. 7-8.
2. Coe: "a Social Theory of Religious Education", p. 13.
3. Athearn: "The Outlook for Christian Education", p. 3.
.9.'
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of teaching the individual to assume responsibility for his
own conduct in both individual and social situations.
Education begins with a child's experience, builds upon
that and makes it meaningful to the child so that he may
have a continuous growth in experience.
B. The Aims of Education.
Educational Authorities today recognize Individual
development and social efficiency as the chief aims of
education.' These include, as the three general educational
objectives, the social-civic aim, the economic-vocational
aim and the individualistic-avocatlonal or perscnal-devel-
opment aim. Professor Tralle has given a list of educational
aims which ^ay be here classified as subdivisions of these
three major objectives: (1^ social-civic, - citizenship,
service, adjustment; (2) economic-vocational, - efficiency,
knowledge; (3) personal-development, - culture, discipline,
development, character, personality, Dr. Athearn states the
purpose of education as a six-fold function aiming to: (1)
impart information; (2) form certain habits; (3) increase
certain powers; (4) discourage certain tendencies; (5) arouse
f.interests; (6) inspire ideals." A careful analysis shows that
these are more specific objectives growing out of the social
efficiency and individual development aims.
1. Douglass: "Secondary Education", Oh. XTI.
2. Tnglis: "Principles of Secondary Education", p. 368.
3. Tralle: "Dynamics of Teaching", Ch. II.
4. Athearn: Lecture "otes.
•
Education, therefore, aims at the development of
the individual: by controlling the modification of his
inherited traits; by helping him to form desirable habits,
to acquire useful skills, to gain valuable knowledge, to
express himself in right conduct; and by encouraging his
acquisition of high moral ideals and personal attitudes that
build character. Education also purposes to socialize the
individual. It aims to make him altruistic. T t trains him
for citizenship. It prepares him for his vocation. Tt
teaches him tc live efficiently and worthily. Tt stimulates
him to become a socially-minded person. Tt does all of this
by providing the finest expanding experiences for him, help-
ing him to make them meaningful, and helping him to <?ain
control through them and over them.
IT. T!'E APIS 0? RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
.
A. Religious Education Defined.
Beligious education has been variously defined.
Dr. Athearn, having defined education as"the introduction of
control into experience, 'distinguishes religious education as
"the introduction of control into experience in terms of a
religious ideal". TMs places upon t^e individual a special
responsibility for his own conduct in the light of that
religious ideal.
la AAhearn: "Outlock I or Christian Education", p. 3.
2 . Ibid .
, p . 7 .
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Tnterpointing the words "religious" and nspiritual"
Inoo one 01 L>ewe^*s ueiininons or education, r»etts arranges
the following definition of religious edueatiou/ "Religious
education is &. corrtiuuous i-ev.uo,iU«„iun 01 religious exper-
ience, with a growing sense of spiritual values and increasing
control over the processes of one's own religious experience".
Thus religious education builds upon the principle that
Christian living is a developmental process.
Prom the standpoint of higher education, "religious
education is the application of sound psychological, pedagog-
ical, sociological, ethical, metaphysical and theological
principles to the production of character; the conversion
of desires into values or the process by which desires are
so deepened as to yield the higher values; the introduction
of God into experience in such a way as to develop ideals,
ethical conduct, . . . persons". Everything of value enter-
ing into the education and experience of the individual tends
to develop his character; and self-realization comes in the
highest sense to the person whose God-consciousness purpose-
fully controls his daily conduct and experience, making his
religious ideals positive values in his life.
B. The Objectives of Religious Education.
Religious education is as truly related to the activ-
ities of life as is secular education. It is equally insistent
1. Betts and Hawthorne: "Method in Teaching Religion", p. 22.
2. Marlatt: Lecture TTotes.
«0i
i
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upon the personal development of the individual and upon his
social, economic and civic efficiency. Yet it aims to reach
beyond efficiency values to the deeper a^d more satisfying
spiritual values which eventuate in real freedom. Religious
education aspires to supplement secular education "by Christian
education, "the introduction of control into experience in
terms of Jesus Christ". Christianity links the self to the
personality of Jesus; it brings the soul into communion with
God the Father. The chief aim of religious education, as
applied to the individual, is to introduce the Christ-ideal
to the growing child in order that all his standards of living
shall be spiritualized. As he attains unto likeness to Christ,
he becomes also a worthy Christian citizen.
Bishop Thirkfield states the Christian purpose of
higher education in terras of character values. Tt is "to
develop men - wise, sane, conscientious, fearless; men of clean
character and lofty ideals; men of keen perception, large out-
look and broad sympathies; independent yet considerate; aggres-
sive, yet tolerant; courageous, yet gentle - men with a passion
for righteousness, standard bearers of truth, consecrated to
service" ?"
The traditional aims of Christian education are shown
by Professor Coe to be inadequate without the addition of "the
ideal democracy of God as the determinant of ultimate ends"?
1. Athearn, "The Outlook for Christian Education", p. 7.
2. Thirkfield, "The Weaning and Mission of Education". The
Christian Student, Vol. XXVII, No. 4, Nov. 1926, p. 147.
3. Coe: "A Social Theory of Religious Education", p. 55.
I
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Th e former include: (1) the instruction of children in matters
of orthodoxy; (2) the preparation of children for church
membership; (3) the saving of souls; (4) the unfolding of
innate religious powers; (5) the development of Christian
character. Coe enlarges upon the social teachings of Jesus
and presents as his final statement of the aim of Christian
education: "Growth of the young toward and into mature and
efficient devotion to the democracy of God, and happy self-
realization therein".
The ultimate social aim of religious education is to
make the whole world Christian, - to establish peace and good
will, just ice, and the reign of love everywhere, to make the
teachings of Jesus vital to the sacred personality of every
life, and to bring about a "democracy of God" on earth.
III. AGENCIES AND MEANS AVAILABLE FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
A. Organized Agencies for Religious Education.
The organized agencies for moral and religious
education are: the church, the school, the home, and the church
school. The evangelical church, representing as it ioes the
religious forces at work in the world, is Protestantism's
chief asset. Its major tasks are evangelism and Christian
education. General secular education is the business of the
state. Owing to the American principle of the separation of
church and state, the state may attempt to teach morals but not
religion in the public school. Religious training is therefore
1. Coe, "A Social Theory of Religious Education", p. 54, 55.
I1
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the responsibility of the church and the home. But the home
cannot fulfil this obligation without the aid of the church's
educational program. The church must Christianize the home;
and the home must spiritualize the state. The church must
readjust itself to its new opportunities. Tt must fulfil its
rightful mission of establishing a firm spiritual foundation
underneath all of the activities of human life. The revised
conception of the position of the church in the community
places the church under the obligation of making its educa-
tional program commensurate with the immensity of its under-
taking. Preaching is no longer to be considered the principal
means of educating the people in questions of religion. Nor is
the Sunday School sufficiently wide in its scope to meet the
educational demands of the new program. The Sunday School must
be expanded. Other church and community organizations, with
their specific purposes and their extra-curricular activities
are also available for religious education. Daily Vacation
Bible Schools and Week-day Schools of Religious Bducation are
very modern educational resources. The church seems to have
found in the latter an effective working unit, paralleling the
public school system. The church depends upon the church
school to carry out its educational enterprises. The church
school includes all organizations within the church which
carry out any educational program.
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B. ^eans for the Promotion of Religious Education:
Teacher, Curriculum, Methods.
The most important means of promoting religious
education is through the Christian teacher, whether that
teacher is pastor, parent, church school teacher or college
professor. Some two thousand years ago a Great Teacher used
advanced methods of instructing His pupils. He gathered
about Himself a little band of twelve disciples whom He trained
intensively by example, by precept, by exposition, and by
giving them practice in actual life-situations. He knew that
human nature has a capacity for religion - a felt need, a
longing, a desire for vital companionship with God. Jesus
held before His circle of close companions the highest ideals
of conduct. Life was made replete with meaning, as those
ideals were tied to persons, to nature, to events, to Scripture,
or to the overpowering personality of Jesus, through whom the
disciples were given a vision of God working through human
agencies .
So likewise the true teacher of religion today is
companion, counsellor, guide and friend, - one who employs the
methods used by the Master; one who points to the Christ as
a living force in the life of each individual who follows Him.
Whether preacher or layman, the teacher of religious education
who would reach young people must possess a sound mind, above
the average in intelligence. He must be open-minded, bright
and sunny in disposition, unselfish in hi3 attitudes toward
pupils and fellow workers, and full of ambition to learn.

Tolerance and willingness to accept suggestions characterize
the successful teacher of religion. He should be a natural
leader. But his leadership traits must be well trained. He
must be observing and keen, with a heart that understands.
Courage, honesty, perseverance and confidence are among his
virtues; while loyalty to his task of helping those whom he
teaches to build Christian character becomes his passion.
Democratic and co-operative, he is a fellow-workman with the
members of his class. And among them, he is the one who has
the necessary technique and the larger outlook, because of
his wider experience. The instructor is the most thoroughly
socialized member of the group. But all are vbecoming more and
more socialized as the learning game proceeds. And back of
those social ideals which the teacher holds before his pupils,
are the underlying religious meanings. TT e works upon the
principle that in Christian education the development of the
individual into an aggressive Christian citizen is accomplished
by Christian social education. The teacher of religion shares
with his pupils his own vital Christian experience, and thus
leads to a purposive choice of the Christ-inspired way of life.
Next in importance to the teacher in the work of
religious education is the curriculum. Heretofore the course
of study has been based upon knowledge of materials, "ow the
emphasis is being changed from subject-matter to child; and
the curriculum is being reconstructed from a knowledge-curric-
ulum to a child-centered and an activity curriculum. There is
!
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need for this change. But subject -matter is vastly important,
and should be based, not upon utility, but upon Christian
principles that make the child feel a sense of responsibility
and relationship to G-od . The new curriculum of religious
education must continue to make the Bible the basis of study
because it gives the foundation of the Christian faith. Yet
it must reserve a place for extra-biblical materials having
character-building worth. Also it must provide for the transfer
of religious training into religious ideals that motivate
Christian conduct.
Third in the list of educational means employed by
the churcb -chool are the methods of instruction that are used.
Religious educators must find the best educational methods
available for use in the church school, turning to experim-
ental science, ~nd trying out the advanced ideas of sociology
and educational psychology. Since "the purpose of educational
psychology is to analyze, classify, describe, explain and
evaluate educational processes in the child in order *o discover
principles of child development wad + o bring the child into
situations which will stimulate and foster good mental -nd
physical growth",
'
a knowledge of the science of -educational
psychology is a necessity to leaders »ho purpose to further
the great aims of religious education. The chief contribution
of modern psychology to religious education, according to
1. O'Shea: "The Child: His Nature and His Needs."
Ch. I, Baldwin, p. ?0
.
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Dr . Bentley is to the "methods and technique of religious
t
pedagogy". Religious teachers, therefore, roust recognize
those psychological principles which rela 1 e to all learning
processes. The Laws of Learning can ve °pDlied - cono^icllv
to training in religious habits, knowledge, skills, attitudes,
ideals, reasoning and purposive living. They can be applied
to the education f n's "reli^io co" e ', iousnes"", which is
capable o*" tr» ini*»g -nfl fnstr ct*e». Church school teachers
should no longer consider learning a memorization of curriculum
materials, but rather the gaining of control over conduct
through an active participation in the social life of the
church school. Although the Taws of T .earning are basic to
all learning, the technique of religious education is not
exactly like that cf secular education, because the former has
a different content from the latter. The teaching of religion
requires a methodology peculiar to itself, - a technique that
furthers the development of what are usually considered the
concomitants of learning: attitudes, appreciations, sentiments,
ideals and purposes, all of which enter into personality and
character. These must be spiritualized through the vital power
of personal relationship with Tesus Christ. A methodology which
is an effective means to this end must be based upon self-psy-
chology rather than a purely mechanistic psychology, because
the essential factor of such relationship with Christ is
personality
.
1. Bentley: "The "echanistic and Personalistic Psychological
2
-
Contributions to Field of Religious Education,p.
I
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Iv. SUMMARY.
Education is society's method of teaching the
individual to assume responsibility for his own conduct
in both individual and social situations, or "the intro-
duction of control into experience", as Dr. <nthearn says.
Individual development and social efficiency are the chief
aims of education. Religious education, or"the introduction
of control into experience in terms of a religious ideal,"
is supplementary to secular education, making the religious
ideal the dynamic force in individual development and social
efficiency. The social aim of religious education is the
establishment of a "democracy of C-od on earth"
.
The agencies for religious education are: the church,
Li»e scftool, tne home and the church school. The chief means
of promoting religious education are: teacher, curriculum and
methods. The teacher of religion finds his inspiration in
Jesus, the Master Teacher. The curriculum has a knowledge
content gained from racial experience. The Bible holds chief
place in courses of study in religion. There is a tendency
at present to plac- emphasis upon a child-centered and an
activity-centered curriculum rather th°n upon a material -centered
curriculum. As for the methods used in religious education,
they should be more largely based upon the principles of
educational psychology. But there must be a recognition of
personality as the controlling factor in the thought, and conduct
of the individual. For religious education attempts to link the
personality of the individual with that of Jesus Christ, and
• iJ
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thus to raake the ideal 01 trie Christ-like lire the control
ling factor in personal experience.
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PART II.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
THE INDIVIDUAL.
I. THE PSYCHOLOGY OP THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
.
A . The S - R Unit
.
Religious education should begin with the ore-school
child and should continue throughout childhood, youth and
adult life. The plastic nature of the small child is capable
of responding to stimuli that lead in the direction of right
conduct and thus establish habits of further growth in moral
character. Physiologically, the child possesses a highly
complex nervous system, of which the stimulus-response bon'1
is basic. The simplest S - B unit consists of a receptor, a
sensory neurone, a synapse in the central nervous system, a
motor neurone, and an effector. A reaction occurs when a sense
organ is aroused by some adequate stimulus to send a nerve
impulse alcng its sensory neurone to the central nervous system,
from which the impulse issues along a motor neurone outward to
a muscle that reacts to it. "erve impulses tend to follow
definite routes, which often involve many neurones and their
connections or synapses.
Reactions occur at any of three route levels. The
simplest S - R unit constitutes a reflexive arc, and the reaction
is called a reflex act. Since its central connection is within
the spinal cord, a reaction of the first level does not require
consciousness. Its route is inherited, unlearned and relatively
unmodif iable
.
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Routes of the second level lead through the mid-brain
and often include many central connections. Reactions of this
level or probably unlearned. Several responses to one or to
a number of stimuli may occur simultaneously. Instinctive acts
such as walking, running or fighting are reactions of the
second level, in which co-ordinated movements are responses to
impulses organized at certain inherited synaptic associations
in the mid-brain section.
Reactions of the third level involve routes leading
through the cortex of the brain. Learned reactions, as dis-
tinguished from unlearned reflexes and instinctive acts, are
of the third level, and require deliberation and choice. They
are the result of experience and are used in the learning process.
As Professor Gates says', "All learning consists in the modifica-
tion of synaptic connections by the passage of nerve impulses
across then", and "the transmission of nerve impulses does change
the condition of the synapse in a way that makes subsequent
passage more easy, certain and prompt." This is t>>e physio-
logical basis of habit -format ion
.
The cortex is probably the seat of consciousness.
I.'any impulses are concerned with the higher thought processes.
According to the reaction hypothesis, thinking is itself a
stimulus-connection-response process. The stimulus may come
from without as in the case of any complex act deliberately
1. Gates: -Psychology for Students of Education", p. 61.
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perl'urred . It then arouses sensations and perceptions, feelings
and memories, which employ perhaps thousands of cortical
neural connections. 'Thole trains of ideas fellow in the wake
of nervous impulses stimulating the cortical areas. The
millions of cortical neurones may he included among the reacting
mechanisms, for they react one to another in rapid succession.
All thought processes seem to make use of neural connections
throughout the whole of the brain.
B. A Classification of Types cf Responses.
Pechstein and ?<'cGregor 'classify types of responses
as follows:
1. Explicit learned responses which are habitual, such as
common habits of courtesy.
9
2. Implicit habit responses involving complex mental
processes used in responding to difficult situations,
such as solving a problem or making a speech.
3. Explicit hereditary responses, including instinctive
and emotional reactions, such as express themselves
in muscular activities in athletic contests.
4. Implicit hereditary responses due to activities of
the autonomic nervous system in stimulating visceral
and glandular reactions.
This classification is based upon behaviorist ic
psychology. We agree with this arrangement of types of
responses. But we contend that the purposive power of the
Self saves the individual from becoming a machine reacting
1. Pechstein and I/cG-regor, "The Psychology of the Junior
High School Pupil", pp. 49-50.

purely as a result of behavior patterns already established.
We grant that the Self is causative, .<nd the larger the field
of the child's experience and the more meaningful his own
experiences have become to him, the greater is his personal
responsibility for his responses to situations.
C. The Reaction Hypothesis as Related to Religious Education.
New educational problems have arisen with the general
acceptance of the reaction hypothesis. It seems impersonal,
cold, mechanistic. As a matter of fact, when we think in terms
of a pupil, particularly one in adolescence, we do not actually
have a formal idea either of a type-individua} , or of a walking
and talking machine reacting to stimuli according to unlearned
and acquired neural patterns, or even of a somewhat olastic
organism whose responses we may further "condition" by applying
the proper stimuli; but we visualize rather a warm, living
personality. Our idea of the adolescent is more especially
a generalization growing out of our acquaintance with particular
boys and girls whom we know and love. mhat is, our attitudes
toward young people are affected by cognitive and emotional
elements growing out of our social contacts wit v them.
A problem for church school teachers is that of
recognizing and using situations to which the individual will
respond in such a way as to develop personality and character.
This is a difficult but tremendously interesting and worth-
while task. Those particular habits or trait-actions which
affect the youth's social relations should be tied up to high
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ideals. Since his social consciousness is developing along
with his enlarged personal contacts, he should be given every
opportunity to put into practice in specific social situations
those personality traits which make him a useful member of
society. The church school must help the young student to
integrate these habits into a social self.
Granting, with Professor Coe,' that religion furnishes
"the greatest of all stimuli", and "that this stimulus both
proceeds from and points to reality", we must concede that
religion should ^ ave a large place in the education of youth.
The relation of religion to life is so vital that religious
attitudes and ideals function as controls in lif e-situ&ticns
.
Religious education has to do directly with every-day affairs,
since it helps to motivate daily conduct. When the child has
reached adolescence, he turns naturally to religious principles
that he can use. He has the intellectual and emotional capacity
to understand God as a personal reality. He is capable of
intense loyalty to religious ideals. Furthermore, as he studies
the life of Jesus and sees "in as a man of action, the adolescent
is stirred to put these religious ideals into practice.
1. Coe: "Psychology of Religion", p. XIII, Introduction.
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IT.
TT. TnE IlTSlrillCtTTB TERDERCIES AS RELATED TO RTfrJGl OTTS EDUCATION.
A. Original "ature.
Religious education builds upon the instinctive
tendencies of the child. Heredity is responsible for Instincts.
With them the development of the individual begins. Original
nature provides certain ready-made neural organizations which
fit can to cope with his environment. 'These are unlearned
tendencies, and include: reflexes, instincts and inborn capac-
ities. In the S - R unit the simplest reflex movement is
provided for. The reflex is a native reaction of the first
level. More complicated than reflexes, and involving routes
of the second level, are the instincts . They are unlearned,
inherited paths of conduction in the nervous system. A tendency
to act in a certain way when meeting a situation which calls for
such action is nature's way of adapting the organism to its
environment. According to Professor Gates, "If an activity
appears when the opportunity for learning is withheld, it is
/
instinctive". And again, "77hen a trait is found universally
$mong members of the same species whatever their environment
or training, the assumption is that it is native unless evidence
to the contrary is produced. mhis is the criterion of universality.
Instinctive activities are all directed to some end
that is useful or that was once useful to man. In fact, an
1. Gates, Op. cit., p. 119.
2. Ibid, p. 120.
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instinctive movement is the response of a larger part of the
body to external stimuli for the good of the whole organism.
It is true, of course, that not all of the instincts are of
use to man now, nor do the useful ones have utility in all
situations. For instance, flight, with its accompanying
emotion of fear, has very little utility now as compared with
its value to primitive man.
Professor Thorndike speaks of S - R routes as **pre-
formed bonds". "The basis of intellect and character is this
fund of unlearned tendencies, this original arrangement of the
neurones in the brain. . . .They are the starting point for
all education or other human control. The aim of education
is to perpetuate some of them, to eliminate some, and to modify
or redirect others. . . It is a first principle of education to
utilize any individual's original nature as a means of changing
him for the better - to produce in him the information, habits,
powers , interests and ideals which are desirable."'
Instinct is also ll*?Ved -ith habit. "A loosely organ-
ized instinct may become, through the individual's experience, a
closely organized habit." Dr. Colvin shows t'^at the fundamental
difference between habit and instinct lies in the fact that
"habit is the result of the learning process, while instinct
and reflex activity are elements which lie at the basis of learning.
1. Thorndike: "Educational Psychology, briefer Course, "p. 3.
2. Woodworth: " Psychology: A Study of T'ental Life", p. 113.
3. Colvin and Bagley: "Human behavior", p. 41.
s
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Th e term "instinct" indicates a form of adjustment that occurs
promptly on fulfulment of appropriate conditions, while the
term "habit" refers to any form of reaction which has become
fixed through frequent repetition. Dr. mracy joints out that,
"Both instinct and habit have to do with feel in? ani thought
I
as well as with movement."
Psychologists generally agree that instincts are
tremendous "drives" or conscious urges toward human activities,
both motor and mental. "The original arparigeinent of neurones
called our inborn equipment not only makes certain responses
possible, but also accounts for the roots of our wants, desires,
preferences and impulses. Inborn nature is dynamic, vital and
a.
impulsive." With these the chill's experiences are intimately
related. The work of religious education is to v ack them up
with Christian purposes.
B. Classification of Instincts.
Professor Gates groups instincts according to the
types of stimuli which arouse them, as:
"1. Instinctive responses to bodily or organic conditions.
2. Instinctive responses to objects or events in the
environment
.
3. Instinctive responses to the presence or activities
of other human beings.
1. Tracy: '""he Psychology of Adolescence", pp. 50-53.
2. Alight and ^j.ch: Syllavus, p. 36.
3. Gates: Op. cit .
, p. 134.
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Those of t^e first group "re concerned with +t-r
regulation o^ bodily r.eeds , in the preservation of life and
health. Eating, breathing and sleeping are typical examples
of those sel f-preservative traits. In the second group, Bates
includes: ""ross bodily activities; manipulation, vocalization;
avoiding reactions; overcoming obstructions; mastery; fighting;
submission; and collecting and hoarding." ' Tn the third group
are the social instincts: parental behavior, mating behavior,
grcgariousness and desire for social approval. Only those
instinctive activities which are related to the religious
development of the child need to be considered here.
One of the instincts related to the religions devel-
opment of the child is mastery . rasterv is the tendency to
overcome obstruction, to resist interference and to oppose
domination. Tt is aggressive. Over-encouragement of this
trait may give the pupil a "superiority complex", while the
constant repression of it is likely to give rise to stuhborn-
ness or to the much -talked -about "inferiority complex", "astery
is an es"f»n*ial element of leadership. To a careful student,
a difficult problem in mathematics presents a challenge which
calls forth this self-assertive instinct. TT e masi ors t^e
problem, partly as the result of the urge toward individual
self-expression. It is this instinct In cofflbfrtation with
others tihlcH drives the individual to meet successfully the
difficulties of his natural environment. TT ~ imy nu^pose? ^ seev
hardships and combat obstacles, as did ,Jertmie Kderle in her
1. <"rate3: Op. cit .
, pp. 135-136.
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conquest of distance, cold waters, currents, waves and tides;
or as did the dauntless Lindbergh in his non-stop flight to
Paris and in h is venturesome expedition over trackless mountain
wastes in Central and South America. When dominated by a
great religious ideal, this instinct may drive a Livingstone
to Africa.
Subm.i s s i on is another trait that has a significant
place in the growing personality. While quite the opposite of
self-assertion, submission does not necessarily mean weakness.
It is one of nature's means of adapting people to their envir-
onment. Although forced submission is distinctly unsatisfying,
calling forth chagrin or anger, willing submission is often
pleasant, especially if attended by admiration of the person
or society to whom the one submits. This is an important incentive
to right conduct during adolescence as it is to obedience of
parents during childhood and to respect for law and order during
middle life. Awe, veneration, hero worship, patriotism and relig-
ious sentiment are related to this instinctive tendency, Prof-
essor Kirkpatrick recognizes a religious tendency to worship
and regard a Higher Power with reverence and awe.
Parental Behavior is fundamental to the family,
being most apparent in the attitude of the mother toward her
child; but it is also evident in the father's behavior. Coe
considers this instinct the root of filial love and fraternal
affection. This instinct may v e appeal** to lu tne Boole! an
wexl „s the religious training of youth.
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"'Because all men are potentially parent -minded , the world is
/
capable of being won to democracy," - and to Christianity, we
may add.
The mating instinct makes a rather sudden appearance
in the adolescent period, owing its belated advent to the
maturing of bodily functions and powers at tv r»t time. The
mating instinct has "survival value", being absolutely necessarv
to the continuance of the race. The ^audians base most of
human conduct, both good and bad, upon this instinct, claiming
that the beautiful and enjoyable in art, music and literature are
motivated by this tendency and that all creative work is based
upon it. Tfcey m»>e sex-love the ^oot of all religious feeHnff.
The Self-psychologists recognize, in the Christian conception of
the love of God, t^e highest and noblest form of human love
finding expression in personal communion with a loving personal
God the Father.
Gregariousness as ttuu t v nracical use in Pcbools
wxxoi-w self-govern-ent
,
supervised play, socialized recitation
and home-room activities introduce pupils to community life
and contribute to their social growth. When tied up to ideals of
loyalty and friendship, the gregarious instinct becomes one of
the most elevating of impulses. "True friendship", says bishop
VcConnell, "is the very highest expression of what is noblest
in human contacts . Again, religious training adds mwaning to
1. Coe, Op. cit., p. 129.
2. 'i-he ohurch School Journal, July, 1927, p. 415.
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the experience of friendship, both between fellow-men and
between men and God.
Professor Thorndike asserts that social approval
and disapproval are potent forces acting as effective social
controls in conduct relating to fashions, manners, morals and
religion.' Unfortunat ely , the youth who is attempting to lead
the Christian life does not always have the approval of his
mates. Religious education should change this by a religious
training of young people which is universal.
Is there a religious instinct? Submissiveness
probably has some relation to religious sentiment. Ho doubt
the parental instinct carries over into religion also. As for
observance of religious customs, both gregariousness and desire
for social approval are operative, as well as certain forms of
self-assert iveness
.
There is probably no one religious instinct
but rather combinations of instincts and sentiments. Professor
Bentley recognizes a "religious consciousness" rather than a
religious instinct. "Religious education is built on the philos
ophy that the child has a moral capacity that will respond to
nurture through the appeal or religious stimul* . ft takes for
granted that man has a religious consciousness rather than a
religious or regulative instinct. This religious consciousness
is capable of training and instruction, tlth the aid of spirit-
ually controlled attitudes, motives and feelings, it results in
moral character and socialized conduct. And these depend on ^an
personal relationship to God."
1. Thorndike, Op. cit., p. 32.
2. Bentley, Op. cit., p. 11.

C. The l/odification of Instinctive Tendencies.
Instinctive tendencies are modified by the
learning process, ^ery normal child has tne general
capacity to learn, and each person has A he capacity to learn
specific reactions. In respect of the former, individuals
differ, while in the capacity to learn specific skills,
they differ still more. ?or instance, manipulation is a
general trait, but pupils learn what and how to manipulate.
One may have a capacity for music; but, if he is to become
a violinist, he must go through a probationary period of
training in making particular responses to many specific
stimuli; the resulting neural reorganizations into higher
3 - B units are necessary for expert performance on the violin.
Another person may have a capacity for mechanics; but in order
to become a machinist he must learn specific motor reactions
and must acquire knowledge in his chosen field.
Instinctive behavior may be modified, according to
Colvin and Bagley, by:
"1. The attachment of another feeling with its appro-
priate responses to an object that naturally arouses an unde-
t
cirable instinct.' 1 Thus, physical punishment teaches the child
to repress. Inhibition becomes a habit with reference to a
forbidden act. "Sat isfiers" and "annoyers", rightly used,
encourage desirable habits by rewarding the good, and discourage
wrong acts by punishing the bad.
2. "The attachment of another response to an object
IX.
and to the feeling that the object instinctively arouses."
1. Colvin and Bagley, Op.cit., p. 150. 2. Ibid, p. 15G.
4.
(
'
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3. "The detachment of a feeling from its natural
object and response, and its attachment to other objects and
responses." ""his involves sublimation, or modification to a
social ideal, such as a "fight for a principle". Boy Scouts
secure "symbolic" responses to impulses arising from native
instincts .
4. The endowment of the remote end "with a feeling
4.
that will conquer the feeling attached to the immediate tendency."
The future outcome rather than the immediate good is then recog-
nized. This is equivalent to motivating conduct through ideals.
Instincts assume a new status during adolescence, owing
to the ripening of physical and mental powers. The self-assertive
instincts, already modified by twelve years of experience, are
particularly strong. The "Self" takes on greater significance,
since the adolescent is particularly conscious of the relation-
ship between "myself and all alse" as that "Self" is becoming
more fully realized. The "Self is held sacred against all
intrusion, as evidenced in the innate reactions of modesty and
shame, the great moral safeguards of the adolescent.
What are the most significant factors in the modification
of adolescent behavior? According to Pechstein and McGregor,
"?:o act of behavior is ever to be understood except, as a result-
ant of two iorces - tne pull oi tne hereditary i orm oi response
and the learned acquirements or inuiviaual experience." Shall
we add to this behaviorist ic hypothesis the phrase, "as motivated
by ideals"? Instinctive activity initiates learning. Adolescent
and all behavior is individual, racial and social. Around this
l.Colvin and Bagley, Op. cit., p. 158. 2. Ibid, Ch . III.
(1
1
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"trilogy"of adolescent behavior are centered the problems and
practices of the instruction of pupils of junior high school
and of high school age. The adolescent faces complex learning
situations for which his previous experience and his acceler-
ated strength have prepared him: the track meet, the algebra
problem, the composition. The "trial and error" process must
be used in learning; the individual must make use of his neural
patterns in drawing his own conclusions and choosing his reactions;
he yields to the laws of habit formation - vividness, frequency
and recency; he is constantly learning. Self-mastery becomes
habitual; without it, ethical standards can have little permanent
influence as life-controls, and religious ideals are hindered
in their work of character building.
D. The Relation of Religious Education to Adolescent Traits.
The task of religious education is to modify instinctive
tendencies in the direction of wholesome Christian living.
Religious education requires that some instincts be suppressed,
some changed, some indelibly stamped in, and some specialized
by repeated practice in appropriate situations. Mrs. Mamford '
has shown how tiny youngsters can be given an idea of (Tod the
Father and of Jesus the friend. Small children learn the
attitudes of worship. Just as their parental instincts are
early manifested in filial love, so may they be transferred to
love for the Father of All. Likewise, their relationships with
others, whether in family, school, church school or playground
may be directed so as to habituate unselfish social conduct. Tf
1. Mumford: "The Dawn of Religion in the Mind of the Child".

the child has been wisely trained, if he has, as pushnell
says, "grown up a Christian, and never known himself as being
otherwise", then the youth has a splendid foundation upon
which to rear his Christian experience. Tf his earlier
education has given him right attitudes and Christian concepts,
the youth will respond the more readily to the challenge to
choose the Christian way of living with its opportunities
and social responsibilities. The ideal of the Christ-like
life then effectively moti-ates his conduct in daily life.
Selfish gratification gives place to loving service for others.
Communion with God may become the inspiration of his life and
of the lives which he touches .
If it were not for the capacitv to choose, it would
seem that the adolescent must be entirely at the mercy of his
inherited traits as acted upon and challenged by bis environment.
3u the hope of the young person who has missed the v ind of
discipline which makes for self-control lies in the fact that
he possesses the power of choice, and that he may deliberately
redirect his course into a new channel - in short
,
he may
experience the phenomenon of "conversion", which "may be
permanent or temporary. In multitudes of cases t'-e life and
character, the emotional and volitional attitudes and the
judgments and convictions as to moral and spiritual values,
have taken on a rew quality and a new direction which remain
until the end of life." "There is something about the life of
1. Tracy. Op. cit., p. 197.
((
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th e teens that predisposes it towards religious experience,
in the deeper and more 'heartfelt' meaning of that term. It
is well known among religious workers that the majority of those
added to the churches come from the ranks of the young."'
"If the statistics of conversion are represented by means of
a curve drawn upon a chart (as has been done by Starbuck, Fall,
Goe and others) the curve will be found to rise rapidly, though
irregularly through the early teens, reaching its highest point
at sixteen, an' then falling away, a.^ain irregularly, towards
maturity. I say "irregularly" because the curve, besides rising
to its apex at sixteen, will he observed to rise, at thirteen
and again at eighteen or nineteen, to lesser heights; showing
that there are, at those two points, pronounced conversion-waves,
though not so pronounced as at sixteen." It is evident that
boys and girls should be held by the church during the period
of adolescence, when they are most susceptible to religious
influences
.
1. Tracy, Cp. cit . , p. 199.
2. Ibid., p. 200.
1I
PaRT II.
IV. THE E^OTIOuAL NATURE AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS EDUCATION .
A. Emotion, or the Capacity to Feel.
Closely allied to the instincts, and also belonging
to the unlearned traits of the individual, are the emotions.
They are inner disturbances having certain bodily manifest-
ations. Emotions accompany experiences. -cDougall ' speaks
of the emotional quality of experience as one meaning of the
term; the bodily expression as another; and the conative or
striving impulse or desire as an important factor in all
emotional experience. Conation or mental effort varies in
degree of intensity but is present as a drive to action in
all emotional excitement. "cDougall shows that emotional
adjustments are made in distinct relationship to instinctive
behavior. For example, flight is the normal expression of
fear; fighting, of anger. The primary emotions of fear, anger
and love are blended and modified in many ways. " p everence",
for instance, is a highly complex emotion which is the basis of
religious ideals. Sentiments, appreciations and ideals are
modifications of the emotions. With these religious education
is particularly concerned.
B. The Educability of the Emotions.
Just as instinctive activities "iay be modified by
training, so may also the emotions. Professor Ewer^suggests
1 .MoDougall , "Outlines of Psychology", p. 54.
2. Ewer: "Applied Psychology", p. 216.
4
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that there may control of: (1) the stimulus, whicv^ may
be changed, modified or removed and another stimulus substituted;
(2) the muscular response, v.'hic" may 'c expressed in ^e^avior
opposite to the undesirable emotion. ror example: self-respect
may be maintained through appropriate dress or actions; resentment
may be softened by sn understanding of the offending person's
motive. ''We control emotion , in ourselves and in others by
renewing or changing its course, looking at it in a new lirrht,
seeing it in new relations". Children's emotions should be met
in this way; not, anger to meet anger; fear of punishment to
meet anger; or fear to meet fear, ^he individual should note
the agreeable things and ignore the disagreeable ones by a process
of selective attention, ""be turning of the attention by intro-
spection to the emotion itself, stops it by starting counter
bodily reactions. "Phsyiologi cally , the immediate result is
that of starting counter-processes which suppress the original
bodily stir."
'
Some specific methods of controlling emotion? are:
(1) Consider the necessity of the trouble; (2) "Se the rational
method, weighing causes and effects, purposes and final values;
(3) Pelieve the emotional held by bringing to light the suppressed
or repressed complex (this is a Freudian principle.); (4) TTse
will-power; (5) Control through appropriate and right action.
The muscular expression of an emotion works backward into the
1. Ewer: Op. cit., p. 217.
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bcdy to reinforce the internal bodily processes. mherefore,
(6) "Assume the bodily positions and movements and manners
and tones of voice that belong to the emotional state you
desire". (7) Acquire a happy habit of success, or self-confid-
ence through successful achievement.
In the 1926 "Annual Report of the Superintendent",*"
by Dr. Burke of the Boston public schools, there is a section
devoted to "The Training of the Amotions", including T *r . Line-
han'c report of the work of the Council appointed to make
investigations in thin new field. The following excerpts are
taken from it:
mKo program of character education is complete or
justifiable which does not strongly emphasize the important
role played by the emotions in the shaping of human life and
conduct. And it is not sufficient that teachers merely recog-
nize in a vague and indefinite manner the existence of desires,
impulses or passions. Teachers must study the emotions, analyze
and classify them, observe their various manifestations in
child life, learn to distinguish between the positive and negative
emotions, and exercise infinite care in encouraging those that
are good and in checking those of evil tendency. How to do all
this is the most difficult and perhaps the most important problem
1. >er
,
Cp. Cit., p. 219.
2. ^rke: "Annual Report of the Superintendent", 1926, p. 46-47.
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confrenting educators today, and challenges most thoughtful
investigation and experiment at ion .
"Unfortunately, for generations school men have
apotheosized the training of the intellect to the sacrifice
of other faculties. Sensihility and will, therefore, have
come to he regarded as of inferior significance. 'f,Vi e absurdity
of such a theory of education is self-evident, ^he heart
frequently leads us aright when th head appears to go wrong.
On the other hand, passion frequently dethrones reason an^ in-
consequence the individual plunges into danger or sin. ^'ore-
over, in all the complex esperience of life we realize the
indispensableness of a dominant, well-trained will. The
emotions cannot longer be regarded as forbidden topics, dissoc-
iated from the realm of legitimate pedagogy. On the contrary
they are intricately and fundamentally blended with intellect
and will in the formation of individual character."
The Council invited principals and teachers to help
them, by giving illustrations describing particular emotional
situations with reference to:
"1. The child's behavior In these situations (Specifically)
.
2.The underlying causes immediately preceding the situation.
3. The contributory causes due to home, street cr school
envi ronment
.
4. The method you employ in combating, correcting, or
redirecting the emotions.
5. If possible, the success which you have T^et."
There is almost unlimited opportunity for research work
along this line. For religious education, it is vastly important.
The teacher of religion may well seek out poens
,
stories and
works of art, or may conduct nature-study tours that will
(<=><33
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assoclate emotional attitudes of mystery or majesty or wonder
with that which is beautiful. Reverence ^or God grows out of
such rich experiences. "Practical situations, too, teach pupils
what to love and what to fear and what to hate. The bravado
of youth in taking reckless chances can ^e changed to true
courage. Anger can he turned aside from personal revenge to
a determined purpose to fight evil. Religious education
points to the personality of the Christ, who captures the
emotions and enriches the lives of men.
Religious education, to be most effective, must
begin with the Cradle Roll and continue throughout life. mhe
mother is the greatest teacher. As she exercises outward control
over her child's conduct, she helps him to form ^abits, not
the least of which are his emotional -^abits. TT e ties emotional
responses to particular persons or things. He habitually feels
certain kinds of emotional surges when confronted with familiar
situations. The Christian mother, in helping him to control his
emotions, develops his idea of what is good. She directs his
thoughts toward love for God the Father who will help him to
be good. as the child grows, his concept of God grows, and
his love for God normally increases with Christian training
outside the home as well as within the family altar. At
adolescence he may make the decision to lcve and serve God always.
This decision is then the natural outcome of t v e Christian
attitudes and ideals which he has attainted during childhood.
In that case it does not necessarily mean a change in his
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uhristlan faith, but rather a deeper consecration and a fuller
sense of communion with God. When conversion means a turning
away from evil it causes a more violent reconstruction of
thought and conduct. The adolescent period is the time when
the emotional side of life is at its height. Then it is that
young people may be stirred by great truths. Touched in the
right way, almost any splendid young man or '"Oman ma?/ be
inspired to give his heart to God, and to live the sacrificial
Christ-like life, full of service to God and his fellow-men.
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PaRT II.
IV. THE VOLITIONAL NATURE AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
A. The fill.
The definition of religious education as "the intro-
duction of control into experience" implies that the learner
has a natural capacity for controlling his own experience. The
interpretation of psychology upon which the pedagogy of religious
education is hased must place a strong emphasis upon a central
"unified Self that is purposive. The activities of the Self
are directed toward sorae end. The driving power behind each pur-
posive act is the ideal which dominates the will at the time.
The will itself may be thought of as the expression of the Self
in action. According to leading psychologists the will is "the
whole nind active
,
or, "the sum of all the conditions of choice",
or, "the entire original individual inheritance as modified by
experience, when applied to action", or, the "entire capacity for
impulsive and active life, including the instinctive reactions
and these forms of behavior that have become secondarily automatic
u
and semi -unconsci ous through frequent repetition."
These authorities agree that willing means action. It is
important, however, to note that purposive action \% directed toward
sore end that is real and vital to the individual. The impulsive
force that stimulates the mind to action is an objective with which
religious education deals. This force is a conduct-control such as
La Angel 1: Psychology.
2. Pillsbury: The Essentials of Psychology, p. 351.
3. Pech stein and TIcOregor, Op. cit., p. 115.
4. James: Talks to Teachers, p. 119.
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a motive or an ideal or an insight into some foreseen value.
Religious education leads the pupil into experiences that
develop his sense of moral and religious values, so that he
may will to express himself in action that is positively
Christian
.
E. The Control of Conduct.
Oftentimes a hoy or girl may ^e quietly directed
toward the exercise of will-power in changing anti-social to
social conduct. For instance, a hoy with a cuarrel so^e nature
talks with the older hoys' leader in whom he has great donfidence.
The leader points out to him the desirability of approaching his
mates in a friendly way. The hoy decides that he will try a
smile and a friendly remark the next time he is tempted to
begin a quarrel. He succeeds, but not without a struggle. Fe
finds a degree of satisfaction in his success. Fe has increased
his own self-respect and self-control,, as well as his
thought fulness for others. If the leader helps the boy to tie
up this conduct -control with the idea of Jesus as a friend, he
has given added significance to its meaning. TT e has introduced
control into experience in terms of Jesus Christ.
t
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PART II.
SUH--'ARY
Religious education is directed toward the training
of the individual child. Therefore students of the pedagogy
of religious education should seek to understand the nature
of the individual. The child possess in his nervous organism
a plastic system r f neural connections capable of modification
in almost any direction affecting thought and conduct. It is
the business of religious education to make moral and spiritual
changes in these association centers, - changes that will
develop Christian character.
In order to do this, religious education must begin with
the instincts. Some of them, such as mastery and submission,
gregariousness and the parental and mating instincts furnish
a basis for the development of religious thinking. Furthermore
religious training gives to these and to all the instincts moral
significance. Accompanying both instinctive and acquired activ-
ities are the emotions. They are modified and controlled by
training. They form a vital part in the religious life both
in relationship to the establishment of religious ideals and
in the effect which they have upon all of human life and conduct
.
The volitional nature of the individual plays an
important role in the modification of his native traits and
in the gaining of control ever his emotions. The exercise of
purposive choice is an activity of the whole mind, ^his capacity
of the mental life makes religious training possible. Religious
education, develops the religious consciousness, which may become
the most powerful of all conduct -controls
.
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PART III.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OP LEARNING APPLIED TO RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION.
I. THE NATURE OF LEARNING.
A. Mental Processes.
The religious development of the individual depends
partly upon the association of religious ideals with his
thought life. Thinking is related to the learning process.
All learning, is governed by certain scientific principles or
laws of learning. Learning is always conscious action, either
sensory or motor or both. Biologically, thought itself is due to
stimuli arousing impulses that traverse cortical ^outes,
crossing numerous synapses, and causing reactions in the brain.
Learning is concerned with the various forms of mental processes.
The primary conscious states include sensations,
images and feelings. (1) Sensations, which involve the awareness
of qualities of objects are simple, irreducible conscious mental
responses to stimuli that are aroused either externally through
sense organs or internally. (2) Images, while similar to
sensations, are sensory experiences in which the objects of
sensation are not actually present to the senses. (3) Feelings
are pleasant or unpleasant accompaniments of sensory experiences.
The complex mental states include all the cognitive,
conative and volitional processes: percepts, emotions, impulses,
ideas, memories, imagination, willing and reasoning. (1) r ercepts
are developed sensations in w'ich experience typings familiarity

with the obiects of sensation an' recognition of them. "Sensor"
experience takes the form of perception". Pyle classes it as
primary experience. (2) Emotions are internally arouses
complexes of sensations, subjective in character, but having
the conative urge toward covert action. (3) Impulses are
subjective experiences of the conative type involving states
of preparation or readiness to act. (4) Ideas are "things
thought of", images recognized and associated. Ideas end-re
in the mind in such a way as to "condition" thought responses
toward objects. They tend to express themselves in iedo-mctcr
action. "Ideas are the conscious processes representative of
objects in revived or secondary experience."^" McDougall substitute
the term "cognitive disposition" for "idea". (5) Memories are
sometimes considered mental habits. They relate present situ-
ations to past experiences and thus affect the mental organiz-
ation of all thought processes. Bolton's "four R's" constituting
memory are: "registration, retention, recall or remembering, and
recognition". (6) Imagination involves concrete ani verbal
imagery, both reproducing and recombining elements off original
experiences to form new thought units. (7) billing is the
exercise of the capacity for controlled or voluntary action,
where the impulses are reduced to order or are made subordinate
to a principle. Sensory, attentive, emotional, ideational and
interest elements, together with deliberation, organization
1. Pyle: The Psychology of Learning, p. 92.
2. Ibid, p. 92.
3. Bolton: Tveryday Fsybhology for Teachers, p. 182.
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and choice enter into volition. The Will is the expression of
the Self in action. (8) Seasoning is purposive deliheration
or selective thinking, leading to definite conclusions.
B. The Characteristics of Learning.
With all of these mental processes religious education
is concerned, for habits of religious thought and action are
built up through controlled responses to situations involving
moral choice as based upon religious teachings. mhe various
mental processes involved in what James calls "the stream of
consciousness" depend upon the capacity of the organism for
modification and retent iveness . The acquiring of skill involves
the use of cofctical neural associations and their connections
with muscular response mechanisms. Ideational learning or
knowledge results from repeated experience in connecting percep-
tions or ideas with other ideas in definite sequence. Specific
knowledge aid skills are habits, since they are organized ideas
and acts, responses to definite stimuli to which they have
become attached through experience. "Learning consists, physio-
logically," says Pyle, "in building up and establishing prefer-
I
ertial routes in the nervous system." Yet these associations are
not unalterably fixed, but are further adjustable to wider
experiences, to different situations, or to circumstances influ-
enced by fatigue, strong emotion, mental set and new insight
into consequences.
1 . Pyle: Op . cit .
,
p . 5 .
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Learning is active and specific. It begins with a
"trial and error" process of coupling ideas with action. In
learning its way through a maze, an animal makes many unsuccess-
ful efforts before it finally &its upon the way out. ^en then,
further trials may be necessary before it finds the shortest and
easiest path to freedom. Repeated use of this most satisfactory
path makes the animal's response to this particular maze situation
more prompt, more certain and more accurate. Its learning com-
prises, (1) The use of many already familiar native and acquired
reactions as "trials"; (2) the elimination of the failures or
"errors"; (3) the repetition of the reactions which are rewarded
by success; (4) their organization into a unit, with people,
learning is also a "trial and error" process. Raving more neurones,
Those connections are capable of much greater complexity than
those of animals, human beings use their imagination and employ
less of blind effort and more of mental calculation in their
"trial and error" acquisition of mental and motor habits. **en
use short-cuts, "hey abandon irrelevant responses. They stamp
in the useful reactions, reorganizing them into higher units
which mean greater efficiency in performance.
The modification of behavior in moral situations is
a matter of "trial and error" learning. The younr child learns that
certain responses bring unsatisfying accompaniments of externally
inflicted or of natural punishments. Fe learns to avoid these
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"errors" and to substitute reactions which bring rewards.
Here the mother's influence is strong. For instance, a five-
year old boy was recently rewarded for letting his small cousin
play with his cart when he really wanted it for himself. mhe
reward was a ride with his mother in her new car. On t^e other
hand a three-year old girl was actually rewarded for kicking
and screaming. The mother was driving away from the v ouse
after telling her little daughter to be good and stav at home
with the nurse. When the child began to howl, the mother
stopped, and ordered the nurse to lift her irto the car, where-
upon the little girl ceased crying. She had already learned,
through a process of "trial and error and success" that loud
screams were sure to be rewarded. Children can v>e trained to
make reactions that will create desirable habits. TTot merely
the control of responses by means of rewards and punishments,
but also the control of situations which habitually evoke right
acts and clean thinking are employed by parents and teachers.
II. THE LAWS OP LEAR? T ING .
The Law of Use is fundamental to all learning, accord-
ing to Gates.' "Whenever a modifiable connection betv/een a
situation and a response is exercised, other things being equal,
the strength of that connection is increased." ^oodworth's
definition is: "When a given stimulus arouses a certain response,
the linkage between that stimulus and tbat response is improved
1. Gates, Op. cit., p. 208.
2. ^oodworth: Op. cit., p. 390.
i
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by the exercise so obtained, and thereafter the stimulus
arouses the response more surely, more promptly, more strongly
than before." Sub-laws belonging to the general Law of Use are:
(1) The Law of Primacy, - that the original connection has much
force; (2) The Law of Intensity, - that vigorous exercise
strengthens the connection; (3) the Law of Frequency, - that
the effect of repeated exercise is cumulative; (4) the Law of
Recency, - that recent warming-up through exercise strengthens
the S - R connection; (5) the Law of Disuse, - that the failure
to continue the exercise of a reaction weakens the S - R bond.
The Law of Effect concerns the feeling-tone which
accompanies reactions. It has much to do with attitudes or
generalized mental-sets which people acquire toward specific
reactions to particular situations/ T&i individual tends to
repeat and learn quickly those reactions which are accompanied
or followed by a satisfying state of affairs, ""he individual
tends not to repeat or learn quickly those reactions which are
accompanied or followed by an annoying state of affairs." wood-
worth**states the Law of Effect clearly. "The linkage of a response
to a stimulus is strengthened when the response is a success,
and wea/iened when the response is a failure." rT ence, satisfying and
annoying states of affairs constitute the "other things" which
Gates mentions as exceptions to the Law of Use.
1. Gates, Op. cit., p. 230.
2. Woodworth, Op. cit., p. 392.
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Th e Law of Association, as accepted by modern
psychologists, hu been reduced tc a single formula: that
bonds between two or more ideas are clinched when those ideas
are experienced together while the learner is in an attitude
of attention. Thorndike says that, "any response of which a
learner is capable" ^ay be associated with "any situation to
which he is sensitive." Two simultaneous stimuli may ne connected
with two simultaneous responses, so that with sufficient practice
both responses occur upon excitation of either stimulus. The
number of responses thus stimulated may be greatly multiplied.
Connections already established in favor of undesirable responses
may be weakened or eliminated by simultaneously applying two or
more stimuli which lead to mutually exclusive reactions, ^he *
attachment of an annoying feature to the undesirable reaction
often forces the learner to choose the desirable response.
III. CONSIDERATION OF THE LAWS OF LEAIOTIlfG T TT RELATION TO
HA? ITS AND SKILLS.
A. Laws Governing Habit -Format ion
.
The Law of Use governs the formation of habits.
Physically, they are acquired neural patterns formed from the
modification of instinctive synaptic connections which are
re-organized into higher units and are t^en strengthened through
exercise. Habits are interwoven with all forms of experience.
1. Thorndike: Op. cit., p. 136.
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They are drives to action, in that they determine the course
which impulses shall follow. They are social as well as
personal, taking their form partly from the social setting
of the individual. It becomes a part of the work of religious
education, therefore, to give to each individual such a
social environment as shall naturally stimulate right responses
and thus build up good habits.
The haw of Use is as applicable to religious as to
secular education. In fact, habits of church-going, of prayer,
of Bible-study and of thoughtful Christian conduct are forced,
like all other habits, by exercise. Systematic repetition is
vital to the formation of Christian habits of thinking and
acting. They should be formed very early in life. Owing to
the fact that the Law of -Tffect is closely associated with the
Law of Use, the tiny child who is rewarded for Mc ,r in«? *»nd
screaming is learning how to have her own way, but she is not
learning lessons In thought fulness and self-control, ^he
pedagogical maxim, "precept upon precept; precept upon precept;
line upon line; line "pon line; here a little, there a little"
expresses a method of learning as effective now as it was
several thousand years ago, providing the process of acquiring
the information is attended with such a pleasurable state of
affairs as to enlistc the interest of pupils. Otherwise, dis-
like for both means and ends may result. A certain little girl
was required to memorize a Blblti verse each day while the mother
was combing her tangled curly hair. So annoying was the process
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that the girl refused to memorize any more Bible verses as
soon as she was old enough to comb her own hair. The Law of
Effect operated to negate the Law of Use. ?To doubt the memor-
izing of suitable Bible passages may be really delightful to
children if the methods employed create attitudes of readiness
to act on the part of pupils. Contests, rewards, pleasant
associations with comrades, desire for the approval of teachers
and other pupils, interest in the subject matter itself, - these
are often incentives to earnest efforts in the study of biblical
materials. More than this, children who have attained a conscious-
ness of God, wish to learn more about Him.
Yet, while children willingly attend to properly
distributed practice in memorizing even abstract verses, adoles-
cents no longer have the patience to stick to it. Strong motives
are necessary to keep them interested in acquiring religious
knowledge. Chief among these are emotional appeals and religious
ideals. Put emotional appeals are ineffective as conduct -controls
unless they lead to expression in actual Christian service.
Bxternal rewards are less effective than promotion to carry
responsibilities in Christian activities, ftost potent of all
forces operative in vitalizing Christianity and making it real
and dynamic in the life of the adolescent is the consciousness
of God's power working to inspire him to persistent activity
in the Christian way of life.
Th e Law of Disuse obtains with lack of continued
religious training. There is danger of losing one's sense of
religious values through disuse. Tt is said that Darwin's
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enjoyment of music and poetry and art ceased altogether as a
result of years of concentration upon scientific data to the
exclusion of the finer appreciations. Fis youthful interest
in religion and his consciousness of God's presence were for-
gotten because they were not practiced. mhe church should not
allow its young people to get away from religious influence
and become absorbed in a gross materialism which disregards
spiritual values.
B . Skills and the Curve of Learning.
The laws of learning apply to the acquisition of
skills, which are well-or 'anized habits. The "curve of
learning" is a graphic representation of an individual's rate
of improvement in the learning of a specific skill. Tt
measures increase in efficiency through practice during a
certain period of time.
Psychologically, the curve anpiies to specific skills,
such as typing, piano playing, or reading. These are relatively
simple as compared with Christian living, which is a compound
of a great many skills. Figuratively speaking, the curve of
learning might be drawn for the religious life; and there should
be a constantly upward rising of the curve. Irregularities,
however, would show in the graph of any individual, and occasional
"plateaus". They are indications of temporary limitations of
improvement, after which learning may go on with increased
efficiency. Plateaus are probably caused by: waning of interest,
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decrease of effort, lackof attention, new difficulties, fatigue,
relaxation, inaccuracies, or irregular drill. The plateau has
significance in educational theory and practice. The Junior
High School has been formed in response to a psychological need
arising from plateaus in the learning of early adolescents, who
grow weary of the tiresome reviews formerly characteristic of
the old type of seventh and eighth grades. The Junior "igh
School makes use of fresh materials, stimulates learning by new
social appeals, affords time and place for extra-curricular
activities and provides a greatly enr*4hed curriculum which
bridges the gap between the elementary school and the high
school. What the public school has done to hold its boys and
girls through adolescence, the church school should do. A-^out
four-fifths of the pupils in Sunday School drop out during the
adolescent period when young people are most susceptible to
religious influences. This is because the Law of Effect has
not been taken into consideration sufficiently in the framing
of the church school program. The church school must needs
enrich its curriculum and reconstruct or enlarge its program
to meet this problem.
C. Over-learning of Religious Materials.
Overlearning consists in so mastering specific
knowledge of a particular skill tbat , under normal conditions,
it cannot be altogether forgotten even through disuse, '"ome
things are very greatly overlearned, e.g.: one's own name,

,
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one's favorite game, the act of writing, the multiplication,
table, one's best-loved hymn or ^ible verse. TThat should the
young pupil of the church school overlearn? Purely there
should be overlearning of the most precious memory passages of
the Bible, e.g.: the beautiful treatise on love, T Cor. 13;
the twenty-third Psalm; the fifteenth chanter of John. Selec-
tions from the great poe~s of literature ought to be thoroughly
fixed also in the memories of boys and girls. Every pupil
should memorize many hymns. Certainly pupils who are required
to memorize scripture passages, poems and hymns should have a
sufficient appreciation of the meaning and value of these materials
to desire to master them. The process of memorization should be
accompanied by a feeling of satisfaction on the part of the
pupils. Certain rituals and ceremonials and universally
accepted attitudes of reverence and worship should be over-
learned by young students. Fabits of kindness and thought fulness
for others, habits of loyalty and obedience to law and authority,
habits of honesty and truthfulness should be so thoroughly
established that they will function in all situations.
D. Economical Methods of Learning.
The most economical methods of learning should be
employed in the church school, ''aterials which are to he mem-
orized should be so presented as to be meaningful. Pememhering
that learning is active, teachers of religion should five opnor-
tunity for expression, afforded by recitation, dramatization,
-1 i n otto and Hawthorne , Op . oit ,y Chap > V .
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ani the making of maps and models. In committing scripture
to memory, reading plus rereading the passage over and over
has been found less effective than reading plus reciting
repeatedly. In presenting religious information to pupils,
the teacher must choose an avenue of approach. Other things
being equal, auditory imagery is just as effective as visual,
verbal as tactual}, one avenue as two or more. The visual
approach through pictures, maps, diagrams, movies; the auditory
approach through the lesson-talk, prayer, music; the verbal
approach through ritual, liturgy, Bible reading; the symbolic
approach through symbols of worship, such as the cross, the
altar, the sacraments; the kinesthetic approach through attitudes
of worship, ceremonials, offerings: the teacher of religion has
access to all of these. Other open doors available to the
teacher are nature, biography, history, masterpieces of art,
and stories fresh from the life experiences of boys and girls.
Wholes are more easily grasped by pupils than parts.
The whole is better than the piecemeal method for memorizing
literary and Biblical selections. Practice should be properly
distributed. Reviews, after short intervals at first and then
after increasingly longer Intervals, are necessary in accordance
with the Law of Recency. Tackling each review from a new angle
helps to sustain the interest of pupils. The regular quarterly
review in the Sunday School does not seem to solve the problem
of adequate review of religious knowledge.. In fact, the Sunday
School lesson scarecely allows time for its specified lessons.
I
-Si-
Each lesson, according to BP, Tralle, 'should he "a teaching
unit". "The teaching unit is a single, dynamic, hasic spiritual
truth, or principle, or generalization, embedded in lessons
material that is interesting to the student, that assists him
in meeting some life situations, and that develops in him
attitudes and ideals as factors in life-controls." Tralle ai~s
to show how spiritual truths may become firmly rooted in the
religious consciousness of individuals, through the right use
of lesson materials presented as wholes.
TV. SOUS IDERAT
I
On OF PRINCIPLES AHD LAWS IK RELATIOMSPTP TO
IDEALS
.
A. Fow Abstract Ideas are Formed.
The law of Use applies to the formation of general
ideas. The idea of an abstract quality is formed by perceiving
the particular quality associated with many different objects.
The contrast between largeness and smallness, for instance, is
evident to the child when he perceives a big boat and a little
boat, a large house and a small house, a full-sized truck and
a toy truck. When many particular things of a relatively smaller
and larger size are presented to him, t^ere is a dissociation of
the idea of size from any particular situation, and the abstract
idea becomes a general idea.
B. The Fature of an Ideal.
"An ideal is an idea shot through with emotion," as
z
Dr. Athearn says, "An ideal is an image (sensory) plus a
1. Tralle: Dynamics of Teaching, p. 13.
2. Athearn: Lecture TTotes.
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relation (intellectual or reational) plus a purpose (volitional)
tied up to a sympathetic nervous system (emotional)"1 abd
already partially fulfilled in its reference to the act (motor)
I.
towards which the purpose points " This is "rofessor Ifarlatt'a
x
final definition. According to Professor Charters, " Tdeals are
the visible tops of the submerged continents of instincts,
emotions and habits which run down into early childhood and
ancestry." An ideal, then, is an emotionalized idea that has
the force of a personal inner urge toward purposive action. Tt
sets a goal which, when attained, becomes a value. It is a
positiv? force which grips and steadies and motivates conduct.
It has carrying power, being transferable from one nro^lem
situation to another. Tdeals have an important place in the
development of personality.
Ideals are closely related to attitudes. An attitude
is a generalized mental set of more or less permanence. Readi-
ness to act in a certain way constitutes a favorable disposition
toward that particular kind of reaction and may become a general
attitude which makes learning along that line easy. According
to the Law of Effect an unfavorable attitude works negatively
in the learning process. "An attitude," says "nr. Tralle/ "is
any fixed way o: thinking about anything, involving an emtoinal
set of approval or disapproval." ^he attitudes of the individuals
1.T'arlatt: Lecture "Tot es .
2. Charters: rive Factors in the Teaching of Tdeals - Fle^ent-
ary School Journal, vov., 1924, p. 268.
3. Tralle, Op. cit., p. 13.
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often date from early childhood, when the repetition of an
experience which is attached to a certain feeling tone
creates a permanent attitude. Poth parents and teachers are
therefore responsible for the formation in children's minds
of right attitudes toward forming ideals.
C. How Ideals are formed.
Ethical and religious ideals may be taught In much
the same manner as abstract ideas, through the use of many
specific situations, each involving the idea of honesty or
reverence or beauty or loyalty or whatever ideal is to ^e
stressed. In the teaching of ideals the Laws of Learning
are just as essential as for habits and skills. A great deal
of properly distributed practice, accompanied by a feeling of
satisfaction and a consciousness of success, must be given to
the making of right responses to moral situations. Inspirational
talks and advice as to the application of the ideals to life-
situations help to promote this important task of religious
education. After pupils have really gained through experience
some conception of the ideal of honesty, for instance, they
should be given maxims, slogans, stated principles and rules
to help them generalize the ideal. According to Professor
I
Charters there are five factors in the teaching of ideals:
(1) Create the desire; (2) Diagnose the situation; (3) Gener-
alize ideals; (4) Develop a plan of action; (5) Require
practice/ The lesson plans in Appendix A are designed to sho-v
how Charter's five factors may be used in the teaching of an
ideal of trustworthiness.
1. Charters: Op
.
cit
.
, p . 264 . 2. See Appendix A.
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T). Ideals as Tied to Art, I'usic, TTature and Worship.
The artist is a builder of religious ideals. T*e
expresses that which is subline, courageous, radiant or lovely,
and thus inspires men to desire the nobler life. tTe emotional-
izes his artist's ideas, and so grips the imaginat ion • Pe
inspires worship, as his masterpiece uplifts and purifies the
emotions. The ideal of reverence grows with appreciation of
the beautiful. Cathedrals with their magnificent architectural
designs, their stained-glass windows, exquisite carvings and
altar and channel decorations instil wonder, awe and recerence
in the minds of worshippers. The religious teacher finds
valuable material for the development of ideals in the gre"t
masterpieces of art. They have a strong emotional appeal and
furnish the inspiration for appreciation of the good and the
beautiful. A student writes: "I was standing before Leonardo
da Vinci's mural painting of "The Last Supper" in Milan. T
stood spell-bound before the picture. It impressed me more than
any other painting that I had ever seen. There were no dis-
tractions. I fed my soul with beauty. It was a mystical
moment in ray experience, which brought me closer to the Christ
who was portrayed in that great masterpiece."
Great music likewise plays upon the aesthetic emotions
in such a way that it may be tied to ideals. The teacher of
religion in church and church school makes use <">f mi ic in the
organ numbers and songs of the worship service, to create an
atmosphere favorable to the attitude of reverence toward C-od
.
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Th e world of nature is -n^thpr means ''-sniring the
ideals of reverence and love of beauty and truth. The ideal of
beauty is readily associated with the ideals of fait* .»nd love.
The adolescent, with his waking interest in all things that
appeal both to the senses and the intellect, can be brought
to see the relation bfetween natural forces and the great divine
purpose behind the universe. *Tature itself reveals the love
of God the Creator, Who has given His people so many beautiful
th.in.3s. Through TTature the young person cones in contact with
God the Father, and finds In Him the love that strengthens his
purpose in his religious ideals: faith, loyalty to all that is
good, awe, reverence, honerty to his convictions, appreciation
of all that is true and beautiful, and, highest of all ideals -
love
.
Worship is a mutual sharing of religious experience,
formally expressed in the church service of worship and informally
in the devotional meeting. The family altar is a direct means
of spiritual nurture within a social environment that stimulates
the religious consciousness of each member of the group.
Religious ideals are deepened, spiritual values are made real,
and individual lives are enriched through united communion with
the Father. The more harmony there is within the social group,
the greater the social bond, and the stronger the sense of
personal relationship with God.
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E. The Function of Social Ideals in Christian Education.
The Boy Scouts of America act upon the principle
that certain ideals should be cultivated by intensive training.
Voelker 1 has proved by experiment that these ideals can be
taught and put into practice. He lists twelve social ideals
which should guide the conduct of every individual. (1) ^he
ideal of loyalty begins with specific loyalties to persons
and groups, and grows into a higher loyalty which harmonizes
these. The highest loyalty is loyalty to God. (2) The ideal
of trustworthiness should operate in whatever position the
person is placed. A true Christian must be thoroughly trust-
worthy. (3) The ideal of social service is expressed in the
Boy Scout motto: "Do a good turn every day." (4) ^he ideal of
social sympathy forms a motive for kindly, tolerant and friendly
behavior. It is nobly expressed in Christian evangelism.
(5) The ideal of social conscience forms an Incentive for the
large task of furthering public welfare, ociall -", ^n"1 **-*-
morally, religiously. (7) The ideal of social initiative leads
to co-cpe^at ive group action. Churches could accomplish more
if they were to cc-operate more fully. (8) The ideal Of social
justice begins with clean play and good snort smanship , and It
eventually applies the golden rule to the social principles of
life. (9) The ideal of social control begins -ith individual
self-control and 'xtends to a regard for law and order in general.
1. Voelker: "The Function of Ideals ~nd Attitudes in Social
Education" .

(10) The ideal of tolerance is a natural accompaniment of
all the social and religious ideals. (11) The ideal of rever-
ence begins with love and respect for parents and teachers, and
expresses itself in reverence for the good, the true, the
beautiful, and for church, religion and God. (12) The ideal
of faith involves mutual trust. It is essentially a religious
ideal which grows with Christian experience.
Social ideals have values for both individuals and
groupse. World-wide sympathy and the spirit of international
and inter-racial brotherhood are natural objectives of universal
education for "common knowledge, common skills, common attitudes,
and common ideals,"' inspired by a common purpose to lift the
common level of character. This does not mean molding lives
into a colorless pattern of like-mindedness . Instead, it
means opportunity for individual freedom to develop personality.
In religious education, Christian ideals are the means,
religious values the ends, to K e achieved. According to Professor
r.'arlatt, "Ideals must be made the psychological princip"e of
religious Education because: (1) They provide for the trans-
mission of acquired characters and moral tendencies. (3) They
drive one dialectic lly to the deepest ^esi^^. ^~d, which
yields, in turn, the highest value, moral and religious, - a
uSL.
free spirit
.
1. xxKiaxfc Dr. Athearn: Lectures.
2. Kftrlatti Lectures.
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V. THE PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING APFLIED TO PROBLEM SOLVING.
A. The Reasoning Process.
I
"Reasoning is a form of learning", involving a "flow
1
of ideas" in the complex thinking of an individual who faces
a novel or problem situation. He must have an attitude of
mind favorable toward solving it. Thi? kind of logical reflec-
tion requires intelligent, purposive thinking. Dewey's five
steps in reasoning are: "(1) a felt difficulty; (2) its loca-
tion and definition; (3) suggestion of a possible solution;
(4) development of reasoning of the bearings of the suggestion;
(5) further observation and experiment leading to its acceptance
or rejection* that is, the conclusion of belief or disbelief."
Considering these steps in the light of the expositions by Gates,
Knight and Ruch, Colvin, and Pyle, one might summarize the
processes of problem solving as follows:
1. "A felt difficulty".
a. A definite crisis to be met; a new or partially
new problem situation to be solved.
b. A delay while the individual is learning by
a "trial and error" process w^at to do.
2. "Location and definition.":
Reasoning by induction.
Analysis; observation; perception; manipulation;
recalling and selecting significant facts,
general and particular; discarding irrelevant
details; recalling of past experiences;
exploring among, comparing and utilizing ideas;
organizing materials.
3. "Suggested solution.": -
A new combination of details; a new idea; hypothesis,
insight, clue, inference.
4. "Development by reasoning of the bearings of the suggestion" :
Reasoning by deduction:
Searching for facts that prove or disprove tbe hypoth-
esis; searching for other insight 0 ; *hinking
of several J Mngs at once.
1. Gates, Op. cit
. ,
p. 325.
2. Pyle: Op. cit., p. 96.
3. Dewey: How We Think, p. 72.
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5. "Further observation and experiment leading to its
acceptance or rejection; that is, the conclusion
of belief or disbelief."
Discovery of the key to the situation.
Testing; verifying; making the application
to specific situations. Generalizations;
final conclusions.
B. The Use of the Project Method In the Church School.
The problem-pro ject ^ s well adapted to senior
classes in the church school. According to "Or. Stevenson,'*
"A project is a problematic act carried to completion in its
natural setting." Selecting "uc^i problem for the week-day
church school as a Community Health Project, the teachers
can secure the help of the older students in working out the
problem. Teachers and students together will use the inductive
method to find the best means of educating the community in
good hygiene. They will then apply, criticize, test, and
x.
work out their ideas in live problem situations.
The problem method may be used in the study of the
Eible. In the parable of the sower, for instance, there is
abundant opportunity for the selecting of significant illus-
trations by both teacher and pupils. According to one line
of thought, in which each individual represents a sower,
students might conclude that the good seed should be sown every-
where, since some of it will grow. Another line of reasoning
might lead to the conclusion that, since each individual repre-
sents the soil, every person * s responsible for bringing forth
1. StevensontThe Project Method ^f Teaching, p . 43
.
2. Appendix A gives n inductive series of lessons on the
subject of tru twortMness.
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fruit. Verification and -•^nlictio" 5°n be made by each «tui*»n+
in his own 1 if e-situat ion .s
.
The life of Jesus offers many problem situations. It
presents a challenge x o every young person wv>o studies it con-
scientiously. Tnfinite varieties of prov le^s arose for Jesus to
solve. Through them all, the masterful genius ~f the ''an of
Galilee prevailed. Row and why? High school students will get
valuable experience in reasoning if they delve into some of these
problems. More than that, they will be enriched and strengthened
as they apply the teachings of Jesus to their own lives.
VI. THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING: ITS BEARING ON RELTG T 0US EDUCATION.
A. An Educational Proble .
he roblem of the transfer of training is a vital one in
the educational world toflay. Traditional ideas, hangers-on of
the old faculty psychology, have until recently goverened both
theory and practice in the schools, especially in the secondap?/
schools. Accordingly, curricula have been built largely upon
"cultural" and "disciplinary" studies. I*"o«t in t>e exclusion
of practical courses of study. The new nsychology has «xnloded
this doctrine of formal discipline by proving t'-nt the ™ind ^annot
be trained in general. There are no general "faculties" to be
cultivated, """earning is specific. Vany questions arise, then,
a to the Tacticabilit y of the various school subjects and the
value of *he methods in vogue in both school and church schools.
JOHITS'
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Questions upon which educators are experimenting are of the
followin" *ype. If a boy learns to perform one task skillfully
is he therefore able to do a different piece of work well? Does
training transfer *Vom the one to the other? Can the acquisition
of one skill, ""h « tTpir.fr, ffect ^ne's ability to become
expert in another, such as ^ype- setting? Will a course in
geometry help one to reason effectiv o-, ~ *n ny -ro^ 1 -"" Sitfteiian"?
How does practice in memorizing nonsense syllables affect speed
and accuracy in memorizing poetry?
Experiments have shown the possibility of both positive
and negative transfer. Thorndike 1 s *chief tenet is that "identical
elements" are transferrable from one type of learning to another,
a,
Pyle considers much of the earlier experimentation in this field
unscientific. He discredits the view that there is practically
no transfer of training. He refers to experiments, the results
of which have shown that improvement in the memorizing of similar
materials is much greater than that of dissimilar materials.
Professor Woodrow, believing that training in one function
nay be given in such a way as to carry over to related functions,
performed an experiment having as its general problem: "the problem
of the difference, with respect to the resulting transference,
between unenlightened drill and intelligent teaching." Three
groups of students constituted the control group, the practice
group and the training group. The training group was given rules
1. Thorndike: "Educational Psychology", Vol. II, Ch. 12.
2. Pyle: "The Psychology of Learning", Ch . 11.
3. Woodrow: "The Effect of Type of Training upon Transference." -
Journal of Educational Psychology, War, 1927, p. 160.
V4
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and methods of study; the practice group was given the same
materials and the same amount of time for study, but no
instruction in the technique of memorizing. The control sroup
took only the beginning and the end tests, without intervening
practice. In the final results, the training group averaged
31.6 per cent greater improvement than the control group, while
the practice group showed both negative and positive transfer.
Therefore, with the training group, pupils' attitudes, their know-
ledge of methods of proceedure, and their conscious efforts to
carry over the skill they had acquired through practice, were
effective in bringing about a positive transfer of training.
Colvin sums up the question by saying:" "The fact of
transfer cannot be doubted", and by giving a "resume of the
various possible methods of transfer" as explained by investig-
ators. The question whether th~ results are due to functioning
of identical elements (Thorndike); to improvement of habitual
methods of recording facts (James); to training the attention
and will power (Scripture and ^avis); to divesting the essential
process of the unessential factors, greater habituation and more
economical adaptation of attention (Coover and Angell); to the
effective use of mental imagery and properly controlled attention
(Pracker); to the development of ideals (^agley, Ruediger and
Ruger); to general improvement in technique of learning, attention
1. Colvin: Op. cit., p. 241-242.
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and will-power, but chiefly to a sympathetic interaction of
allied memory functions (Ebert and Meuraann) ; or to all of these
or to some other factors as yet not analyzed out, will doubtless
for a long time offer a fruitful field of inquiry."
Four considerations which make the problem of transfer
important to the teacher are: (1) The question of the disciplinary
value of subjects such as Latin, Mathematics and Science needs to
be considered. (2) The teacher should aim to raise the desirable
common elements which should be transferred, to the level of con-
sciousness. (3) The teacher must encourage the building of right
habits of study and efficient methods of solving problems as well
as the acquiring of information in the subjects taught. (4) The
teacher must build up ideals and attitudes that function in
character building. A teacher's own statement of this problem is
as follows: I believe that the transfer of training is made
partly through identical elements; that the technique or method
of attacking problems is t ransferrable ; that generalized habits,
generalized ideas and attitudes are transferable, when raised to
the level of conscious effort; that ideals, motivated, emotionalized,
backed by purpose and directed toward conscious ends, are active
forces in all situations; and that religious ideals are behind
moral ideals and are applicable to life-situations. Tf T did
not believe in this transfer of training through ideals, I could
not be a teacher.
\r
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B. The Transfer of Religious Training.
For religious education, this subject leads to questions
pertaining to courses of study and to methods of teaching. For
young people, the course of study should give to students a body
of moral and religions knowledge. Lessons should stress ideals
as working units for the activities which are to be undertaken
during the lesson periods. Lesson materials must contain many
"identical elements" of both technique and proceedure - elements
in common with those of the schools and of life in general. These
must be raised into the full consciousness of the student, both
in relation to the present and future activities of the learner,
and in the general widening of his whole range of experience.
Both materials and methods should be determined by the needs of
the typical adolescent; but they must also be adapted to each
individual boy and girl. Religion is personal. It is adaptable
to human needs. Religion furnishes a social ^>ond between the
youth's "self" and other particular "Selves" , a^d again between
the "Self" and God. The curriculum of religious education for
adolescents must therefore be personalistic
,
inspiring the personal
ideals and attitudes of young people through a sense of personal
relationship with an Immanent, personal God.
A school of religious education can be organized as a
community in which the young citizens participate in all the
studies and activities of the religious society thus formed. This
furnishes avenues for the exercise of all the best pedagogical
methods. Four principles, according to "Profe'sor ^ower, govern
\6
its organization. (1) Pupil participation in the school govern-
ment with its shared rights, privileges, duties and respons-
ibilities, will make education therein a social process. (2)
The social gospel becomes full of meaning to young Christians
who attain the desire to? realize the highest social values.
(3) Immature Christian citizens are prepared for church membership
and for citizenship in a Christian community or in one which they
must help to make Christian.
The Bible occupies the chief place in the curriculum
of Religious education because of its prestige and its spiritual
power. The Old Testament provides the historical setting and
the ethics and philosophy nehind the Christian faith. The New
Testament portrays the life of Jesus and presents His teachings.
It reveals His influence over men's lives. Characters like Paul
stand out in bold relief, furnishing inspiration to the student
of tofay. The Biblical materials selected for study should be
concrete, containing the essential elements of the kind of Christ-
ianity which Jesus taught and lived. They should guide the devo-
tional life. They should be chosen with a view to their nower
to transform and control the lives of men.
Subject matter from ext ra-niblical sources should correl-
ate with or supplement Bible materials, giving to the pupils a
knowledge of the world and its needs, and the idea of Cod at work
among all the peoples of the world, history, both Church and
secular, is valuable curriculum material. Hiography, showing the
lives of great religiou?: leaders or statesmen has a strong aDpeal
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to adolescents. The Fine Arts furnish subjects which are fresh
and compelling. The literature of Tennyson, "Browning, """an Dyke,
and others can be so interpreted as to motivate a high type of
Christian conduct. Music is inspirational and often majestic;
hymns and sacred music deserve their place in the curriculum. Art
should be used in religious education. For young people, a course
based on the Life of Christ in Art is a valuable supplement to
the study of the gospels. Programs of worship are essential to
religious education. A study of the various forms and purposes
of worship is also appropriate, along with books of sermons, essays,
stories, dramatizations, exercises of a religious character and
nature study.
Jesus made religious values real at all times in "is
life and teachings. Curriculum builders in the field of religious
education must organize their religious courses of study around
the principle contained in Fosdick's terse epigram, t^at the world
needs, "not a static religion about Jesus, but the dynamic religion
of Jesus.
V. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES: THEJP SIGNIFICANCE FOR FEI.TC1 OUS
EDUCATION.
A. Individual Differences and Education.
St. Paul, when speaking of fellov-workers in the
Church, said that some should be "apostles; and so-^e prophets;
and some evangelists; and so"e, pastors and teachers."
1. Curriculum materials nay be found at the end of Part II and
in Appendix A.
2 . Ephesians 4:11.
i
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What a prosy world this would be if all its inhabitant?
were just alike'. Just what determiners shall enter into the
make-up of each individual depend, not upon chance, but upon tbe
composition of the germ plasm from which he begins his unique
development. Added to these, the countless environmental forces
which act upon him all play upon his plastic organism, and tend
to form his individualistic ways of reacting to situations, to
foster his growth, and to organize themselves about his self-hood
as a center. If nature has been kind, it has endowed him with
capacities for possible growth in many lines of physical and mental
activity; it has also gi^en him certain special mental functions
or talents which, if developed further, differentiate him from
his fellows. Individual differences are found to a slight extent
among imbeciles. They are evident in countless ways among people
of average intelligence. Siblings are unlike; even twins show
character contrasts. A^ainjthe higher the general intelligence of
a selected group, the greater are the individual differences.
There is an interrelation between the general learning
capaoity and specific abilities, tbe correlation between these
usually being positive in any one individual, because differences
in intellectual traits are quantitative, the^ may be measured.
After, testing a class of children, the examiner may construct a
frequency curve to represent graphically the distribution of the
scores naie by individual children. The scores approximate 9% of
A's, 22% of B's, 50^ of C's, B2% of D's, and 3^ of E's in an
unselected group. Individual scores depend upon environmental
factors, training, correlation, interest, fatigue, mental set,
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and intellectual ability. The Intelligence Quotient is a
measure of learning capacity. The I. Q. of a child is ohtained
by dividing his mental age, M
. a., by his chronological age, C.A.,
and multiplying by 100. The mental age is an estimate of the
subject's intellectual ability as compared with that of the
average child, in whom the M. A. and the C. A. are equal, and the
I. Q. is 100. Thus, a pupil with an T. W. of 70 is dull, while
one with an I. Q. of 125 is very bright.
Who would not agree with Dr. Horn^ that education for
every future citizen, but particularly for the individual who
deviates from the group in any way, should be such as to minimize
his handicaps and to expand to the utmost those power? which he
possesses? And yet, educational theory and practice have been
adapted to the capacities of average children, who readily take
their informational doses en masse. But democracy requires equal
opportunity for all. Hence, it must provide special educational
opportunities for its exceptional ^embers. Dr. Horn would have
the child population divided into five groups: (1) prodigies,
or the 3% of the population who have T. Q. ' s of 125 or more;
(2) super-typical children, 12 per cent, with T . Q , 's of 113-124;
(3) typical children, 70 per cent, with T. Q. 's of 89-118; (4)
sub-typical children, 12 per cent, with J. Q. 's of 77-88; (5)
fee v le minded children, 3 per cent, with T. n . 's of 76 and below.
Dr. Horn takes the position that neither of th^ two extreme groups
should be in the public schools, ^he three middle groups should
be placed in a, B, and C divisions, with correspondingly enriched
1. Horn: "The Education of Exceptional Children?"
*
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curriculum, ordinary program, or minimum essentials, with
allowance for the cultivation of individual tastes in the pupils
of each group. Defectives should be cared for in institutions.
The most highly endowed pupils of superior intelligence must he
given personal attention and trained to render their creative
genius productive to the world's progress. "Social economy
demands the reduction of dependent classes to the lowest
possible minimum, and the conservation of the excessint elligence
f
of the most highly endowed."
Both curriculum and objectives must be differentiated
quantitatively and qualitatively in the training of these various
groups, and within the groups. Dr. Forn propounds a theory
which would provide for the education of children on the basis
of individual differences in intellectual capacity. Education
begins with the modification of the instinctive tendencies, nro-
ducing habits. Some children acquire habits readily enough, but
do very little in the realm of reasoning, ^heir education should
be devoted largely to the formation of useful habits, both social
and individual. They need more habitual responses to situations
than do the more gifted individuals. Difficult problems that
require decision should be replaced in their education, by care-
fully standardized habits, "'oral ideals, customs and manners should
be carefully trained in them, according to ethical principles.
" For these individuals" explains Professor Forn, "we should enlarge
a.
the scope of habit as a method of education.
l.Forn : Op. cit., p. 22.
2. Horn: Ibid, p. 112.
\
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Super-intelligent children should, on the other
hand, be freed from bondage to habit, '"hey should be given
plenty of opportunity to develop their creative powers.
Problems requiring reasoning in novel situa J ions should be
presented for t^eir solving. Their special gifts should be
subjected, not to mechanical practice by rigid and uniform
methods, but to such training as shall encourage constructive
initiative. The training of the prodigy is individualistic.
"Reversing our vantage point, we may say, thinking in terras
of the distribution of intelligence, that education at the
highest level should be absolutely individualized and at the
lowest as completely conventionalized, between the two
extremes -rill be found that combination of convention and
deviation therefrom which governs the lives of most of us."
B. Individual Differences and Religious Education.
"any far-seeing religious educators a^e demanding
that standardized scales of measurement be used in religious
education. Row many are insisting that the church's educa-
tional program take account of individual differences? To
be usre, colleges and theological seminaries prepare ^oung men
for the ministry. But few church schools bring out the
specific aptitudes of superior boys and girls, with a view
to training religious leaders for the church. The church
school should guide average pttpllfl into the formation of relig-
ious habits, - of thinking, of behavior, of worship. Concen-
1. Horn: Op. cit., p. 112.
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tions of God ^.he Father, of J-^sus the brother and friend,
of one's neighbor as the object of one's kind and loving
consilerat eness , of the church as the organization best
adapted to the social expression of religious life: these
are within the range of all children who are above the level
of the feeble-minded. And even they can acquire many habit-
ual ideas of religious devotion.
The church school must raise the religious standards
of the people. Tt nust guard against spiritual mediocrity.
The majority of church-goers are content with only an average
degree of attainment in religious culture. Gifted members
with leadership ability are allowed to remain at the level
cf the average Christian. The church cannot afford to disre-
gard or waste the precious gifts of its young people. For
instance, a girl ™ay show a special aptitude for working with
small children. Why not select her for special kindergarten
training? She should not be allowed to make-shift by a "trial
and error" process. The more talented she is, the more she
can prorit by training in her special field. put that training
should encourage the girl's originality in devising plans for
teaching little folks, in the church school. It must
afford, of course, supervised practice in dealing with kinder-
garten children in life-situations.
A good maxim for church school adolescents, particular
those of exception al ability, is: Don't try to duplicate
what others have dene. Don't be an imitator. Pe yourself.
Prize your individuality. Bat do not become individualistic
or eccentric. The "Self" which you aim to develop can be
(
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fully realized only as you lose it in co-cperation with the
Faster for the service of other persons. For this work you
will need thorough preparation. St. Paul's advice to Timothy
is for you also: "Give diligence to oresent thyself approved
unto Cod, a workman that needeth not to b° ashamed, handling
aright the word of truth." Cultivate your talents that you
may use them as Jesus used His. Linking your life with u is
w'll help you to achieve your own richest personality.
There are talented young people in the church who ^ay
learn to interpret Christ's teachings in relation to social,
economic, political and international conditions. Their
investigations may result in more efficient methods of church
organization and administration. They may discover new methods,
launch new enterprises, and lead others into active partici-
pation in solving the problems of Christianity. Bishop
McDowell has said, "We have men of learning, men of capacity,
men of energy, men of courage, men of culture. We need them
all . . . The world is waiting for men who have real spiritual
power and can exercise genuine spiritual leadership; men who
can point the way because they are wise in spiritual things;
men who can so exhibit spiritual power that other men will
follow them in the spiritual realm - never were such men more
in demand."
Religious ecucation presents a challenge to the
church college. The majority of college students are in the
late adolescent period. They are young people of superior
intelligence, endowed with native gifts which fit them for
1. II. Tim. 2:15.
2. McDowell: "A Tan's Religion", p. 168-169.
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varicus kinds of leadership. Are the denominational colleges
sending out religious leaders? Yes! Are they developing
enough local workers for the churches whose hoys and girls
they train? Are they making religious education paramount?
These questions cannot he ans-ered so positively. Certainly
church colleges should develop many more religious leaders
than they do now. Trained preachers, officers, musicians,
teachers, supervisors, missionaries and directors of
religious education are greatly needed. But when these
Christian institutions of higher learning "become also primary
centers of higher religious education, they will meet the
demands of the churches hy supplying experts for the various
phases of religious work. T^ey will direct their most prom-
ising young people into vocations calling for full-time
Cnrifetian life-service. They will give to the ^orld men of
spiritual power.
VIII. THE NEED FOR IfORE TIME IN RELIGIOUS ED"CAT TON.
A. Need for Thorough Training.
The leading religious educationalists insist that
the church must devote far more time than it now skives to the
work of religious education. Learning requires constant repe-
tition under enjoyable conditions. How, then, can the church
expect to teach religion competently in the brief lessons period
of the Sunday School? Since the average Sunday School pupil
attends only half the sessions, and since only half of the
allotted hour is devoted to teaching, the actual time per year
during which each pvipil is actua" ly getting Christian teaching
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is one-fourth of fifty-two, or thirteen hours. Even that
snail number is greatly reduced by interruptions. The Law of
Use requires that training must be thorough. Bert the learning
of subject matter itself is only a small part of learning to
live in the Christ -like way. Teaching the latter is the big
task of religious leaders. It requires the ~iving of a great
deal of time to the training of pupils to act in accordance with
religious standards . Children need to gain habits of right
conduct through participation in many life-situations, i^.ey
need help in generalizing the principles t^at are involved in
those situations, for guidance in future activities, ^his
kind Of religious program requires intensive work and demands
a :reatly increased allotment of time.
B. Present Provisions for Peligious Training.
Various organizations connected with either the church
or the community aim to meet the religious and social needs of
childhood and adolescente. Devotional, missionary, recreational
and temperance societies, besides the Y.".C.A. and the V .W.C.A.
have the avowed purpose of teaching religion and morals to
young people, both by giving instruction aria* by allowing indiv-
idual participation in their expressional activities. On the
whole, there is too much over-lappi- 7 . Often t^e nnnils who
are found in the Church and Sunday School are also members of
several of these other societies; while pupils not under
Christian influence belong to none of them.
(
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The Daily Vacation Bible School movement is an
outcome of the conviction that more time should be given to
the religious education of boys and girls. These schools
usually continue for five weeks during the summer months.
They total from fifty to seventy-five '-ours of closely correl-
ated, concentrated and adequately graded instruction, ^he
curriculum consists of Biblical and extra-biblical materials,
hymns, citizenship training, health talks, handwork and super-
vised play. Fro-" the pedagogical standpoint, this continuous
training has more educational value than the more isolated
lessons of the Sunday School. Whether the Daily "acation Bible
School has as great religious value as the Sunday School depends
upon whether or not it is making its students Christians*
The most recent provision for more thorough religious
training takes the form of the Week-day School of Religious
Education, running parallel to the Public School. This plan
is still in the experimental stage. Tt seems to offer the best
solution so far advanced for furnishing sufficient time and adequate
equipment for augmenting the work of the Church School.
C. Practical Illustration of Economy of Time in
Character Training.
A very effective -^eans of using available time for
the building of character is to be found in the Y.F.C.A. ^oys'
Camp. The educational work of the Y.M.C.A. summer camp for
boys is based upon the activity curriculum plan. The following
description gives the daily program at a particular camp, ^ben
(
a chart is presented to show how camp activities appeal to
certain instincts, help to establish certain attitudes and
habits, develop certain ideals, and lead to certain moral and
religious values.
A certain T.M.C.A. camp provides for sixty-three
beys, divided into nine units of seven boys each, with a
trained adult leader for each tent unit. The motto of this
camp is, "My best for the rest". mhe daily program begins
with setting up exercises, washing, sunning blankets, etc. ^hen
cones an hour of ^ible study based on the life of Jesus.
After breakfast the boys work about the camp, then go to their
classes in swimming, first aid, nature study, camp craft, wood
craft and handicraft. Emblems are awarded for class work, which
is elective; but attitudes and camp spirit is also taken into
consideration. Swimming is next, then dinner. mhe afternoon
program includes: the rest hour; scheduled games or free hoating
and. fishing; inspection; supper, camp fire; tent devotions;
sleep. In their athletics the boys stand for clean sportsman-
ship, honesty and fair play. At tbe camp fire the boys sing
lustily, listen to an inspiring character talk by the director,
have prayer and close with their good-night song from "taps" .
Stunt night takes one camp-fire period, and the Christian decision
service another. A long hike is taken one day a week. T^en
nature study is directed toward an appreciation for C-od's
wonderful gifts to man. The ideal of reverence is stressed in
nature study, in grace at table, in the devotions and in the
inspiring Sunday service.
Aside from the two ca^p regulations t^at bo Tr s cannot
leave tbe camp and cannot go for a swim at any other time tban
at the regular swimminr period, self-government prevails, ^he
boys elect their own president and representatives and ™ake their
ow^. rules. Cases of misdemeanor are brought before the president,
who acts as judge. In a recent case the culprit was asked the
Question, "What do you like to do best around this ca^o""
"Swimming !"
"Well, that's just the thing you aren't going to do,"
declared the young judge.
There were no hard feelings. mhe offender took his
punishment stoically ad no doubt profited by the experience.
The following chart aims to show how a Christian camp
may influence the lives of boys. Its program of activities has
a favorable social setting. It "introduces control into exper-
ience" in terms of social and moral and religious values.
(5
ACT IVITIES INST INCTS &HA3ITS AND ATTITUDES
Athletics
Camp life
.
Hiking, boating,
swimming, fishing
Self-government
Handicraft
First Aid
Camp work
Nature Study
Singing
Discussion
Conversation
Working for emblem
Stunts
Camp-fire gatherings
Bible Study
Devotions
Decision service
Sunday worship
Camp-fire talks
pugnacity
manipulation
gross bodily activities
gx- ©&fct*» 1 ou an <? s s
(tne boy gang)
gregariousness
gross bodily activities
^astery
desire for social
approval
the play instincts
self-assert iveness
submissi veness
satisfyers and annoyers
desire for approval
avoidance of scorn
manipulation
desire for social
self-assertion
acquisitiveness
love of learning
curiosity
vocalization
self-assertion
desire for approval
acquisitiveness
play instincts
social instincts
dramatic imitation
curiosity
"ove of learning
Worship, a complex of
social and self-
assertive tendencies
clean competition
quick response to order
emulation
rivalry
team work
social attitudes
co-operation
amiableness
true sportsmanship
physical exercise
specific skills
iocial attitudes
knowledge
obedience
respect for authority
moral conduct
self-discipline
clean competition
initiative
industry
problem solving
imitation
musical skill
clean speech
perseverance
problem solving
amiableness
sociability
worship attitude
Biblical knowledge
voluntary and ideal-
istic imitation.
approval
IDEALS MORAL AVV) BBL T^0H5 VALHBS
clean play "My best for the rest",
honesty Modification of the fighting trait
efficiency by re-direction into cbaracter-
self control building activities.
good will Such direction of the gang instinct
group loyalty as shall eventuate in social values-
friendship
the strong, clean life Development of physical and moral
self-mastery strength through clean athletics.
justice Training for both citizenship and
good citizenship leadership in life situations,
loyalty
social co-operation
democracy
dependableness
helpfulness
efficiency
honesty
love of the beautiful
awe
reverence
A kiiOwleu&e oi lirst aiu practice
in preparation for life-saving
emergencies .
loyalty The awakening of the social conscious-
fair play ness in such a way as to produce
honesty individual behavior having social
co-operation values,
the democratic principle
friendship
faith
reverence
love of God and fellow-men
loyalty
Christian social service
the Christian life
personality
.
Religious education, inspiring the
highest ideals of Christian life
and character, and developing
Christian leaders.
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SUI.3JARY A*'D CONCLUSION
The psychology of learning has a special contrib-
ution to make td) the field of religious education. That
contribution applies to the technique of religious training
rather than to subject matter. The psychology upon which
this technique is to be based must place emphasis upon
the personality of the individual who is being educated.
Not mechanistic but Self psychology must be the interpretation
accepted by religious teachers. One who accepts the defin-
ition of religious education as "the introduction of control
into experience in terms of a great religious ideal" must
recognize the purposive nature of t v e Self with its power for
controlled action.
Religious education aims to supplement the
personal development and social efficiency objectives of
secular education by underlying them with Christian motives
and ideals. The purpose of Christian education is to produce
moral and spiritual changes in the lives of growing persons.
The social purpose is to prepare individuals to participate
in and contribute to that ideal state of society which Prof-
essor Coe calls the "democracy of God."
The principal organized agencies for religious
education are the home, the church and the church school. mhe
chief means for the promotion of religious instruction are
the teacher of religion, whether pastor or layman; the curric-
ulum of religious education; and the methods usei in the
teaching process. The teache" should follow the example of
I
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Jesus, the Great Teacher, "he curriculum should be child-
centered rather than curriculum centered, and should be
based upon Bible and extra-biblical materials as they are
related to the life-experiences of growing pupils. In using
th-se, the instructor should base his educational work upon
the psychology of learning.
It is the special province of religious education to
modify human conduct in the direction of righteous living.
Physiologically, a child is a plastic organism with native
capacities and inherited traits capable of endless modification
through adjustments to environmental situations, noon the
instinctive tendencies religious education builds the child's
moral and religious habits. Tt takes cognizance of the emotions,
seeks to have them rightly expressed, and makes use of them
in developing noble ideals and in stirring the hearts of
children and youth to accept Christ
.
Religious education must be adapted to the .eroding
needs of the child as he develops mentally and physically. When
the child reaches adolescence he has an awakened interest in
the world about him. He feels -*ore keenly than before, "e has
new emotional experiences and. new attitudes toward many of his
social contacts. TT e is aware of certain instincts that have
come into light with those physical and mental and emotional
changes of which he has been conscious. As his bodily powers
are maturing, so also are his reasoning powers. T?e Is capable
of making his ideals effective as conduct controls, ^e often
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makes life decisions at this time. Tt becomes the privilege
of the Church to direct him into lines of Christian thought
and activity.
The methods used In religious education must obey
the Laws of Learning. The program must alio** opportunity
for repeated practice in the acquisition of knowledge and
skills that are related to Christian life. Tt must give
practice in the application of moral and religious principles
to the problems of daily life. Tt must help to make
Christian activities datisfying to young people. Tt must
provide plenty of time for religious instruction.
A very important feature in religious education
is the teaching of ideals. The idea of the direct teaching
of ideals is still new. Much is yet to be done in the working
out of methods for such instruction, but present iniications
would seem to favor the inference that ideals cac be taught
directly. Since they are such powerful incentives to conduct,
and since they have great value in the integration of person-
ality, high ideals are essential to every young ^an and woman.
Tn religious education, ideals, attitudes, appreciations, and
all the great conative drives are the means by which religious
values are realized in individual experience.
Religious education oiuert Provide for the transfer
of religious training into all the activities of life. Educa-
tional authorities have challenged the older conception of the
transfer of training. Professional religious leaders are a 1 so
(
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tackling this problem. Church school curricula and methods
which do not definitely provide for the transfer of religious
training into Christian conduct, do not measure up to either
educational or religious requirements. Ideals are held to
be transferable, as are also identical elements, attitudes
and technique of proceedure. ?or instance, "a happy habit
of success" will doubtless carry over to persistent endeavor
leading toward any desired goal.
Again, religious education must recognize the ability
of young people to solve their problems. Tt must help them
to clarify their religious beliefs. Real thinking occurs
when a proble~atic situation is faced. The church school
as it presents worth-while problems for pupils to deal with in
life-situations, employs the constructive reasoning power of
young minds. By a process of selective thinking, youn^r neople
learn to"think through" their religious beliefs, and to apply
Christian principles to all phases of human experience. Tn
purposive thinking, there is a delay between tbe situation
(with its many stimuli) and the response (with its many factors
of movement or imagination or judgment). m^e ^ost thorough dis-
cipline comes through the purposive control of experience.
Christian thinkers interpret ^ehavior, not in terms of a stimulus-
connect ion-response mechanistic theory, but in terms of purposive
action or conscious volition, reflective thought, conative
impulse or desire, and deliberate choice.
Again, religious education mu t recognize individual
differences, and must adapt its materials and its methods to meet
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individual needs. Individual differences characterize the
members of society. Thus, it is the function of the church
school to discover talent in pupils. The Church should direct
its most capable students into fields of Christian life-service.
Church school methods, when adapted to individual abilities,
may supply adequate training for the gifts of exceptional
children, and thus provide leaders for all the organizations
and agencies of the church. Furthermore, differentiated religious
education promotes the progress of Christianity.
Religious education has much to contribute to education.
In fact, education is incomplete without it, incomplete to the
extent of leaving a 'void in the hearts of ^en. For religion
furnishes the highest incentive of all - the love of Ood - with
its redemptive power.
The Apostle Paul nade t^e application of religious
education to Christian thought and conduct in his closing
chapter to the Philippians, when he wrote:
"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honourable, whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, what-
soever things are of good report; if there be any virtue and if
there be any praise, think on 'hese things."
1. Phil. 4:8, 9.

APPENDIX -A-
LESSON PLANS TO ILLUSTRATE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE IDEAL OF TRUSTWORTHINESS.
Place :
Class
:
The Church School.
Early Adolescent Poys or Girls.
Lesson I.
1. Song: "Dar£ to be Prave, Dare to ^e True."
2. "Create the desire" for this ideal by the story method.
Tell a dramatic story. Then let the class dramatize'
it. Brief Summary: John and his father are pals. He
has no mother. His temptation: to play hookey with
Harry. John's father is out of town. Decision: to
write his own excuse and sign his father's name.
John yields. TT e gives excuse at school the next day.
feather returns. At dinner he tells John of court
case. Criminal began his career by one dishonest
act, keeping some change as a boy. This led to
others, and finally to conviction and to prison.
Father tells son bow he, when young, overcame a
similar temptation (not to find the owner of a
knife he had found)
,
and bad been rewarded in
many ways. John confesses to bis father and to
his teacher. Jo^n resolves to be honest at all
t irres .
3. Discuss the tbree situations involving trustworthi-
ness, which the story deals with.
4. Which of the ten commandments deals with honesty?
(This lesson "creates the desire" toy tying up tbe
ideal to the Poy Hcout code)
.
1. Have pupils memorize "The Law of Reliability", the
section on trustworthiness, in "The Children's
Code of Morals" by William Hutcbins, prepared
for tbe National Institute for ''oral Instruction.
Lesson II.
(
2. Prayer.
3. Class prepare to bring to class next Sunday the code of
the Boy Scouts or the Girl Reserves or Campfipe
Girls or similar organization, so far as the code
expresses ideas of honesty.
Lesson III.
(This lesson intensifies the desire through song and
expression. It helps each pupil to "diagnose" the (his
own) situation by giving him "practice" In acting honestly
in life situations. It "develops a plan of action" by
giving to each pupil an assignment to check up on his
own conduct )
.
1. Discuss the code.
2. Hake applications to particular situations. Dr. Voelker
in "The Function of Ideals and Attitudes in Social Educa-
tion" lists particular situations in which pupils
should be trustworthy. A trustworthy boy or girl
can be trusted:
(1) "To do a task exactly as it was given him to do.
(Test and apply. Assign task: - Give directions for
drawing the map of Falestine, with measurements,
parallels of latitude and longitude and oositions. -
Pupils can check up on each other.)
(2) "To work as faithfully when he works alone as
when he is observed." (Ask pupils to bring to class
something which they have made without being helped
or watched. - Satisfaction In mastery.)
(3) "To stick to a point when he knows he is right."
(This may mean being on the unpopular side. Can anyone
14 the class tell of a particular case of this kind 0 )
(4) "To avoid taking property belonging to others."
(This means money or anything belonging to another, -
whether you borrow it, find it, buy or sell it, use it
spend it for a specific purpose, or keep accounts. -
Be absolutely honest
.
)
3. Song: "I Would ^e True."
4. Take notice during the week of any particular situations
that you find whic^ involve trustworthiness. Checkup
with yourself on your own conduct this week.
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Lesson IV.
(This lesson gives further practice in situations of
daily life. The ideal is here tied up to religion through
a Bible drill
.
)
1. Have a Bible drill. Pupils look up verses dealing with the
subject of honesty: IT Tim. 2:15; P^ov. 23:23; John
14:6; Lev. 19:11.
2. What else may a trustworthy boy or girl be trusted to do?
(5) "To avoid making false claims about himself."
(How does boastfulness and exaggeration look to you
when you see it in another? Check the first display
of importance this coming week.)
(6) "To be fair in an examination or test". (JTot from
fear of detection, but because it is right.) - Discussion.
(7) "To return borrowed money or other borrowing
property." (How many books have you lost by lending them?
Pencils, etc.? We don ft intend to forget to return them,
_
_ but - - '.)
(8) "To keep a promise or agreement." (Promptly,
careful in the first place.)
(9) "To repeat a message as it was given him. to repeat."
(10) "To keep a secret if he agreed to do so."
(11) "To refuse to accept change given him by mistake."
(12) "To perform an errand without loitering on the way."
(13) "To try to return a lost article to its owner."
(14) "To be honest when he scores his own record." (In
school, in games, in charts, in piano practice.)
(15) "To perform an errand, or render any other service
when no one will ever know whether he did."
Lesson V.
(This lesson makes a social application of the ideal to
daily life problems. It "generalizes the ideal".)
1. Song: "I Would be True".
2. Social responsibility implies the application of t^e ideal
of trustworthiness to: this class, the whole Church
School, the school, the co^unity, our country.
3. The general principles of honesty.
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